COLOSSIANS: How Christians Grow
“Christ Is All and in All”
Study #3 – Colossians 1:15-20
CHRIST IN FIRST PLACE
Key Verse: Colossians 1:18
And He Himself is the head of His body, the church. He is the
beginning (creator, originator), the first-born out from the dead, in
order that He Himself might come to have first place in all things.
TEXT:
v.15 Who is the image of the invisible God, first-born of all creation.
v.16 Because in Him were created all things in the heaven and upon the
earth. Things visible and things invisible, whether thrones or bearers of the
ruling power or rulers or authorities—all things through Him and for Him
were created.
v.17 And He Himself is before all things, and all things in Him hold together.
v.18 And He Himself is the head of His body, the church. He is the
beginning (creator, originator), the first-born out from the dead, in order that
He Himself might come to have first place in all things.
v.19 Because in Him all the fullness willed (was pleased) to dwell.
v.20 And through Him to reconcile all things to Himself, having made peace
through the blood of His cross; through Him whether things upon the earth
or things in the heavens.
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A Practical Study of

INTRODUCTION:

I want to share a piece of cowboy poetry that was handed to me one night in a
study. It was written by Morgan Northcutt. She entered a contest that Red
Steagal was promoting. As a 12-year-old she won the contest and also a
scholarship for school. The poem is called:
The Last Cowboy
The cowboy knelt in silence,
Wiped a tear away.
His sweat stained hat in hand,
The cowboy began to pray.
The rustic cross that stood before him,
Cast a shadow across his face.
His horse stood loyally behind him,
Not moving from its place.
Would this day be his very last,
Of barbed wire fences and herdin’ cattle?
Would not the days begin and end,
Sittin’ proudly up in the saddle?
Baptized in a trough of water,
His whole life had been the cowboy way.
Collections put in boots of leather,
These memories wouldn’t die today.
No, it’s not him who’s dying,
Or those he holds so dear.
But the REAL cowboy is fading
For that is what he fears.
Slowly, as he began to stand,
And lift his head from prayer,
The cowboy whispered once again,
Not today: For I still care.
Morgan Northcutt (Oct. 2008)
(Morgan’s grandmother shared this with Don)
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(Paul Harvey’s For What It’s Worth, edited by Paul Harvey, Jr.) New York:
Bantam Books. Copyright - Paulynne, Inc., 1991.
Our For What It’s Worth Department has decided . . .
In the wake of Chicago’s worst-ever winter . . .
NOW it can be told:
When all of our roof tops were loaded, many overloaded with snow . . .
Robert McGrath saw his wife go into the backyard garage-to fetch
some boxes.
Seconds later he heard the crash.
Looking out he saw the roof of the garage had caved in.
McGrath did not stop for hat or coat . . .
He ran from the house—grabbed a snow shovel—and called out for
neighbors to help.
Yelling and digging and his sweat freezing on his face—throwing snow
and pulling away boards—he heard her voice—then saw her hand!
He kept digging and throwing and pulling . . .
And within minutes he had his wife in his arms and was sobbing, “Are
you all right? Are you all right?”
She was all right.
I would not tell what I am about to tell except that a neighbor saw and
snitched . . .
Mrs. McGrath—had gone into the garage through one door and out
through another.
She was safe in the house when she looked out and saw her
husband digging and shouting orders and throwing lumber and she could not
let her gallant rescuer down.
She put her coat on again and went back out and went back in through
the back door of the garage—and allowed husband Bob to be her hero.
p. 5
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God’s Existence
The professor of a university challenged his students with this
question. “Did God create everything that exists?”
A student answered bravely, “Yes, he did.”
The professor then asked, “If God created everything, then he created
evil. Since evil exists, as noticed by our own actions, so God is evil.”
The student couldn’t respond to that statement causing the professor
to conclude that he had “proved” that “belief in God” was a fairy tale, and
therefore worthless.
Another student raised his hand and asked the professor, “May I pose
a question?”
“Of course” answered the professor.
The young student stood up and asked: “Professor, does cold exists?”
The professor answered, “What kind of question is that? Of course cold
exists. Haven’t you ever been cold?”
The young student answered, “In fact, sir, cold does not exist.
According to the laws of Physics, what we consider cold, in fact, is the absence
of heat. Anything is able to be studied as long as it transmits energy—heat.
Absolute Zero is the total absence of heat, but cold does not exist. What we
have done is create a term to describe how we feel if we don’t have body heat
or we are not hot.”
“And, does Dark exist?” he continued.
The professor answered “Of course.”
This time the student responded, “Again you’re wrong, Sir. Darkness
does not exist either. Darkness is in fact simply the absence of light. Light
can be studied, darkness cannot. Darkness cannot be broken down. A simple
ray of light tears the darkness and illuminates the surface where the light
beam finishes. Dark is a term that we humans have created to describe what
happens when there’s lack of light.”
Finally, the student asked the professor, “Sir, does evil exist?” The
professor replied, “Of course it exists, as I mentioned at the beginning, we see
violations, crimes and violence anywhere in the world, and those things are
evil.”
The student responded, “Sir, evil does not exist. Just as in the
previous cases, evil is a term which man has created to describe the result of
the absence of God’s presence in the hearts of man.”
At this, the professor bowed down his head, and didn’t answer back.
The young man’s name was ALBERT EINSTEIN.
(Source – various internet sites. www.snopes.com indicates this incident
cannot be accurately attributed to Albert Einstein)
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St. Augustine on the Vastness of the Trinity
Shortly after [St. Augustine had finished his theological tome On the Trinity],
he was walking along the Mediterranean shore on the coast of North Africa
when he chanced upon a boy who kept filling a bucket with seawater and
pouring it into a large hole in the sand.
“Why are you doing that?” Augustine asked the boy.
“I’m pouring the Mediterranean Sea into the hole,” the boy replied in all
seriousness.
“My dear boy, what an impossible thing to try to do!” chided Augustine. “The
sea is far too vast, and your hole is far too small.”
Then as Augustine continued his walk, it dawned on him that in his efforts to
write on the Trinity he was much like that boy: the subject was far too vast,
and his mind was far too small!
Stephen Seamands, Ministry in the Image of God (IVP, 2005), p. 101

© 2011 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International
(PreachingToday.com)

(The Barbarian Way: Soul Cravings by Erwin Raphael McManus) Nashville,
TN: Thomas Nelson. Copyright– Erwin Raphael McManus, 2005.
Instead of concluding it is best to be wherever God wants us to be, we have
decided that wherever it is best for us to be is where God wants us. Actually,
God’s will for us is less about our comfort than it is about our contribution.
God would never choose for us safety at the cost of significance. God created
you so that your life would count, not so that you could count the days of your
life.
pp. 44-45
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(Lectures to My Students by C. H. Spurgeon) Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth
Trust. Copyright– Unknown, 2008.
As for us—as for me, at any rate—I am certain that there is a God, and
I mean to preach it as a man does who is absolutely sure. He is the Maker of
heaven and earth, the Master of providence, and the Lord of grace: let his
name be blessed for ever and ever! We still have no questions and debates as
to him.
We are equally certain that the book which is called ‘the Bible’ is his
Word, and is inspired: not inspired in the sense in which Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Dryden may be inspired, but in an infinitely higher sense; so
that, provided we have the exact text, we regard the words themselves as
infallible. We believe that everything stated in the book that comes to us
from God is to be accepted by us as his sure testimony, and nothing less than
that. God forbid we should be ensnared by those various interpretations of
the modus of inspiration, which amount to little more than frittering it away.
The book is a divine production; it is perfect, and is the last court of appeal—
‘the judge which ends the strife’. I would as soon dream of blaspheming my
Maker as of questioning the infallibility of his Word.
p. 266
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We have been considering together in these studies, stages in our
relationship to Jesus Christ. We have looked together at:
Study #1:

Christ Changed My Life

It was through faith that I came to Jesus Christ, manifested in the love
which flows from my life, the common hope that my eternal destiny will be
with the Lord.
We then talked about:
Study #2:

The Will, the Walk, and the Work of Christ

Now we come to a very vital area of a developing Christian life:
Study #3:

Christ Becoming Lord in My Life

This is probably one of the greatest pictures of Jesus Christ in the Scriptures.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary titles these verses from verses 15-20:
Exaltation of Christ

The Bible Knowledge Commentary then says:
From Paul’s petition that the Colossians be enlightened about God’s
redemptive working in their lives, he moved naturally into his epistle’s main
emphasis—the exaltation and preeminence of Christ. In this paragraph
(vv. 15-20) Paul mentioned seven unique characteristics of Christ, which
fittingly qualify Him to have “the supremacy” . . . Christ is: (1) the image of
God, (2) the Firstborn over Creation, (3) Creator of the universe, (4) Head of
the church, (5) Firstborn from the dead, (6) the fullness of God, and (7) the
Reconciler of all things. No comparable listing of so many characteristics of
Christ and His deity are found in any other Scripture passage. Christ is the
supreme Sovereign of the universe!
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Abbott says:
15-17 The pre-eminence of Christ. In His essential nature He is above
all created things, being the image of the invisible God; and more than that,
all things have been created through Him and held together by Him.
p. 209

Anders says:
The Truth about Jesus (vv. 15-23)
SUPPORTING IDEA: Jesus is the visible manifestation of God and our

eternal Creator and Reconciler, who has supremacy in the universe and the
church.
p. 282

Barclay says:
THE TOTAL ADEQUACY OF JESUS CHRIST

Colossians 1:15-23
p. 135

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The most dangerous aspect of the Colossian errorists’ teaching was its
depreciation of the person of Jesus Christ. To them, Christ was not the
triumphant Redeemer to whom all authority in heaven and on earth had
been committed. At best he was only one of many spirit beings who bridged
the space between God and humankind. This passage is part of Paul’s
answer to this heretical teaching. As one of several great Christological
declarations in Paul . . .
p. 819
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Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The affirmations of this passage are all the more remarkable when we
remember that they were written of One who only thirty years earlier had
died on a Roman cross.
p. 819

Baxter says:
However spiritually superior the heretical compound of incipient
theosophy and Judaism and asceticism may have seemed outwardly, its
actual effect was to depose Christ from His solitary all-supremacy and allsufficiency as Lord and Saviour. It was this which called forth, in our
Colossian epistle, its superlative presentation of the all-pre-eminent GodMan Saviour who is the very “fulness of the Godhead bodily.”
p. 203

Baxter says:

The Person of Christ (i. 15-18)

See, first, how in chapter i. 15-18 Paul gives his glorious full-length
portrait of the real Christ who became our Saviour. It is well to set out
separately again the seven super-glorious features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

“The visible form of the invisible God.”
“The Prior-Heir of all creation.”
“In Him the universe was created.”
“He IS before the universe.”
“In Him the universe coheres.”
“The Head of the body, the Church.”
“The Firstborn from among the dead.”

That is the real Christ who had been preached to the Colossians.
pp. 203-4
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Carson says:
II.

THE PERSON AND WORK OF CHRIST (i. 15-23)

a.
The pre-eminence of the Son (i. 15-20)
p. 42

Gaebelein says:
Verses 15-18. With these verses we reach the heart of this chapter.
Christ, the Son of His love, having been named in the prayer, the Holy Spirit
reveals Him now in His Person and glory as well as the work of redemption
accomplished by Him. It is a remarkable portion of this Epistle in which all
the errors about the Person of Christ are refuted and silenced.
p. 51

Garland says:
This section divides into two parts, each with its own theme: Christ is
mediator of creation, victor over the powers, and Lord over all of God’s
created order (1:15-17); and Christ is also Lord over God’s new order, the
church, where one finds reconciliation (1:18-20). Every part of the created
cosmos, visible and invisible, was created in, by, and for him; and every part
will be touched by Christ’s reconciling work on the cross. Christ’s cosmosencompassing supremacy undergirds the status and power of those who have
been brought into his kingdom. The universal supremacy of Christ matches
the universality of the gospel (1:6) and assures believers of the sufficiency of
Christ.
p. 81
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Hendriksen says:
Col. 1:15-20 pictures a Christ who holds in his almighty hand and embraces
with his loving heart both the realm of creation and that of redemption. He
who is “the firstborn of all creation” is also “the firstborn from the dead.” He
who died on the cross knows by name the most distant star. He not only
knows it but guides it. Still better: he controls it in such a manner that it
will serve the interests of his people (Rom. 8:28). The so-called “laws of
nature” have no independent existence. They are the expression of his will.
And because he delights in order and not in confusion it is possible to speak
of laws. He who in answer to prayer grants assurance of salvation is also
able to answer to prayer to grant rain!
The present-day application of this truth is immediately evident.
Since the Christ of Calvary rules the heavens and the earth in the interest of
his kingdom and to the glory of his Name, always over-ruling evil for good.
p. 70

Hendriksen says:
He who tells us how to go to heaven and actually brings us there, also knows
how the heavens go; for he, all things having been created and “holding
together” in him, through him, and unto him, causes them to perform their
mission and to go to the place predestined by him.
p. 71
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C. Henry says:
2.

The Excellence of Christ (1:15-19)

From the work of the Saviour, Paul passes to His person. When he
says that Christ is the image of God, he means that we see God exactly in
Him. “The firstborn of every creature” does not put Him among created
beings, but indicates that he stands in the same relation to all creation as the
heir, the firstborn, does to a father’s property. Paul sees this as eminently
reasonable, since the Son was responsible for all creation. “Thrones,” and so
forth, are spiritual powers; all such are subject to Christ. He is superior to all
things, and indeed all things hold together (“consist,” KJV) only by Him. Not
only is He supreme over creation, He is supreme over the Church. The unity
of Christians one with another and their subordination to Christ are both in
mind when the Church is spoken of as the body of which He is the Head.
p. 324

Henry says:
The Redeemer. Glorious things are here said of him; for blessed Paul was full
of Christ. He speaks of him distinctly as God, and as Mediator. 1. As God he
speaks of him, v. 15-17. (1) He is the image of the invisible God. He is so the
image of God as the son is the image of his father, who has a natural likeness
to him. (2) He is the first-born of every creature. Born or begotten before all
the creation, which is the scripture-way or representing eternity.
p. 1870
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Hughes says:
Almost a hundred years ago (in 1893), the famous World’s Columbian
Exposition was held in Chicago, and an astronomical number of people,
especially in those pre-automobile days, some twenty-one million, visited the
exhibits. America, and particularly Chicago, which had risen phoenix-like
from the great fire of 1873, was showing off to the rest of the world. And the
show was good. Among the features of the Columbian Exposition was the
“World Parliament of Religions,” in which representatives of the world’s
religions met to share their best points and perhaps come up with a new
world religion.
D. L. Moody saw this as a great chance for evangelism. Moody
commissioned evangelists and assigned them to “preaching posts” throughout
the city. He used churches and rented theaters. He even rented a circus tent
to preach the Word. Moody’s friends wanted him to attack the “Parliament of
Religions,” but he refused, saying, “I am going to make Jesus Christ so
attractive that men will turn to him.” D.L. Moody knew that preaching
Christ preeminent—the peerless, supreme, all-sufficient Christ, clearly
presented—would do the job. And indeed it did. The “Chicago Campaign” of
1893 is considered to be the greatest evangelistic work of Moody’s celebrated
life, and thousands came to Christ.
p. 29

Ironside says:
We have had our Lord Jesus before us as the Son of God’s love in
whom we have redemption. Our attention is now directed to Him as the One
who has made God known to us. Coming into the world as man He is the
image of the invisible God—that God who to the Gnostic could never be
known or understood. We are told in John 1:18, “No man hath seen God at
any time; the Only Begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, He
hath declared Him.” Five times in the New Testament He is called the Only
Begotten, and this endearing term always refers to what He is from eternity,
with no thought of generation connected with it.
p. 41
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Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
Paul describes Him: (1) in relation to God and creation (vss. 15-17); (2) in
relation to the Church (vss. 18-20).
p. 1315

Lenski says:

Paul and Timothy Recount for the Colossians the Glories of Christ and of His
Position together with the Tremendous Effects of His Work

p. 46

Lightfoot says:
15-17. ‘He is the perfect image, the visible representation, of the
unseen God. He is the Firstborn, the absolute Heir of the Father, begotten
before the ages; the Lord of the Universe by virtue of primogeniture, and by
virtue also of creative agency. For in and through Him the whole world was
created, things in heaven and things on earth, things visible to the outward
eye and things cognisable by the inward perception. His supremacy is
absolute and universal. All powers in heaven and earth are subject to Him.
This subjection extends even to the most exalted and most potent of angelic
beings, whether they be called Thrones of Dominations or Princedoms or
Powers, or whatever title of dignity men may confer upon them. Yes: He is
first and He is last. Through Him, as the mediatorial Word, the universe has
been created; and unto Him, as the final goal, it is tending. In Him is no
before or after. He is pre-existent and self-existent before all the worlds. And
in Him, as the binding and sustaining power, universal nature coheres and
consists.’
p. 144
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MacArthur says:
The Bible is supremely the book about the Lord Jesus Christ. The Old
Testament records the preparation for His coming. The gospels present Him
as God in human flesh, come into the world to save sinners. In Acts, the
message of salvation in Christ begins to be spread through the world. The
epistles detail the theology of Christ’s work and personification of Christ in
His Body, the church. Finally, Revelation presents Christ on the throne,
reigning as King of kings and Lord of lords.
p. 43

MacArthur says:
But of all the Bible’s teaching about Jesus Christ, none is more
significant than Colossians 1:15-19. This dramatic and powerful passage
removes any needless doubt or confusion over Jesus’ true identity. It is vital
to a proper understanding of the Christian faith.
p. 44

MacArthur says:
In Colossians 1:15-19, Paul reveals our Lord’s true identity by viewing
Him in relation to four things: God, the universe, the unseen world, and the
church.
p. 44

MacArthur says:
One component in the heresy threatening the Colossian church was the
denial of the deity of Christ. Paul combats that damning element of heresy
with an emphatic defense of Christ’s deity.
p. 1733
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McGee says:
This is a very lofty, very exalted, and very grand section of this epistle. The
subject here is the person of Jesus Christ. We cannot say too much about
Him, and we will never in this life be able to comprehend Him in all of His
wonder and in all of His glory.
p. 338

Melick says:
INTRODUCTION TO THE HYMN TO CHRIST. This section continues the
thought of Paul’s prayer. Several indicators reveal this. First, the long
sentence begun in 1:9 continues with no grammatical break. Second, the
theme of giving thanks to the Father advances into this section, amplifying
the statement “giving thanks” (1:12). Third, Paul had been describing the
kingdom of Jesus, the Son. He now moved to a poetical description of the
nature of that kingdom.
p. 210

Moule says:
This Creed of Christ’s Pre-eminence, if I may call it so, is a passage of
the highest possible importance for Christian Doctrine. It gives us some
great fundamental data for a believing Theology of both the Person and the
Work of the Lord.
p. 72

Moule says:
In passing, let us remember the pregnant import of this passage, in
which the Son is revealed to us as Cause, Head, and Goal of the created
Universe. How much it has to say to us!
p. 80
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Patzia says:
Scholars are virtually unanimous in their opinion that verses 15-20
constitute a hymn. Since the existence of hymns in the early church was
common (Phil. 2:5-11; Col. 3:16; Eph. 5:19), it is not difficult to believe that
this is a carefully written poem intended to convey a specific self-contained
message about Christ to the readers at Colossae.
p. 27

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
Paul interrupts his description of his prayers for the Colossians with a song
of praise. These verses are generally recognized as an early Christian hymn
celebrating the supremacy of Jesus Christ.
p. 1562

Simpson & Bruce say:
Paul follows up his reminder of the benefits which his readers have
received in Christ with a statement of the primacy of Christ over the created
universe. This is one of the great Christological passages of the NT,
declaring as it does our Lord’s divine essence, pre-existence, and creative
agency.
p. 192

Trentham says:
No loftier description of the Saviour appears in the writings of Paul
than we have in this passage. It is the most impressive passage and the most
comprehensive Christology set down in this epistle. It is remarkably similar
to the prologue of John’s Gospel.
p. 70
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Wuest says:
. . . who is a derived reproduction and manifestation of absolute deity, the
invisible deity, who [the Son] has priority to and sovereignty over all creation,
because in Him were created all things in the heavens and upon the earth,
the visible things and the invisible ones, whether they are thrones or
lordships or principalities or authorities. All things through Him as
intermediate agent and with a view to Him stand created.
And He himself antedates all things, and all things in Him cohere.
And He himself is the Head of His body, the Church. He is the originator
[i.e., the creator], the firstborn out from among the dead, in order that He
might become in all things himself the One who is pre-eminent, because in
Him [God] was well pleased that all the fullness be permanently at home.
And [God was well pleased] through His agency to reconcile all things to
himself, having concluded peace through the blood of His Cross, through
Him, whether the things upon the earth or the things in the heavens.
pp. 33-34

Wuest says:
(1:15) We now come to a very important section of Colossians, and one
in which Paul comes to grips with the Gnostic teaching. Lightfoot says, “In
the passage which follows, Paul defines the Person of Christ, claiming for
Him the absolute supremacy, (1) in relation to the universe, the natural
creation (vv. 15-17); (2) in relation to the Church, the new moral creation (v.
18); and he then combines the two, ‘in order that in all things, He might have
the preeminence,’ explaining this twofold sovereignty by the absolute
indwelling of the plērōma (fullness) in Christ, and showing how, as a
consequence, the reconciliation and harmony of all things must be effected in
Him (vv. 19, 20).
p. 181
Let’s now take some time to dig into the text:
STAGE #3: CHRIST IN FIRST PLACE (Colossians 1:15-20)
Focusing on our KEY VERSE—Colossians 1:18.
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v.15 Who is the image of the invisible God, first-born of all creation.

The NET Bible titles this section:
The Supremacy of Christ

The NET Bible translates verse 15:
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation,

Peterson paraphrases verse 15:
We look at this Son and see the God who cannot be seen. We look at
this Son and see God’s original purpose in everything created.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
First, Christ is the image of the invisible God. Besides the obvious meaning
of likeness . . . “image” implies representation and manifestation. Like the
head of a sovereign imprinted on a coin, so Christ is “the exact representation
of [the Father’s] being” . . . As Jesus said, “Anyone who has seen Me has seen
the Father” (John 14:9). Anyone who saw Christ, the visible manifestation of
the invisible God, has thereby “seen” God indirectly. For “no one has ever
seen God, but God the only Son . . . has made Him known” (John 1:18). Paul
wrote of the “invisible” God . . . but Christ is the perfect visible representation
and manifestation of that God. Though the word “image” . . . does not always
denote a perfect image . . . the context here demands that understanding.
Indeed, like the word “form” . . . eikōn means the very substance or essential
embodiment of something or someone. In Hebrews 10:1 “shadow” and “the
very image” . . . which is Christ, are contrasted . . . So Christ’s supremacy is
first shown in His relationship with God the Father. Christ is the perfect
resemblance and representation of God.
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The Bible Knowledge Commentary says further:
Second, Christ’s supremacy is shown in His relationship to Creation.
He is the Firstborn over all Creation. Though it is grammatically possible to
translate this as “Firstborn in Creation,” the context makes this impossible
for five reasons: (1) The whole point of the passage (and the book) is to show
Christ’s superiority over all things. (2) Other statements about Christ in this
passage (such as Creator of all [1:16], upholder of Creation [v. 17], etc.)
clearly indicate His priority and superiority over Creation. (3) The
“Firstborn” cannot be part of Creation if He created “all things.” One cannot
create himself. (Jehovah’s Witnesses wrongly add the word “other” six times
in this passage in their New World Translation. Thus they suggest that
Christ created all other things after He was created! But the word “other” is
not in the Gr.) (4) The “Firstborn” received worship of all the angels (Heb.
1:6), but creatures should not be worshiped . . . (5) The Greek word for
“Firstborn” is prōtotokos. If Christ were the “first-created,” the Greek word
would have been prōtoktisis.
“Firstborn” denotes two things of Christ: He preceded the whole
Creation, and He is Sovereign over all Creation. In the Old Testament a
firstborn child had not only priority of birth but also the dignity and
superiority that went with it . . . When Jesus declared Himself “the First” . . .
He used a word that means “absolutely first.” “Firstborn” also implies
sovereignty. The description “firstborn” was not a fairly common Old
Testament designation of the Messiah-God. “I will also appoint Him My
Firstborn, the most exalted of the kings of the earth” . . . While this regal
psalm refers to David, it also designates the Messiah, as seen in Revelation
1:5, where Christ is called “the Firstborn from the dead (cf. Col. 1:18) and the
Ruler of the kings of the earth.” So “Firstborn” implies both Christ’s priority
to all Creation (in time) and His sovereignty over all Creation (in rank).
The LORD is mentioned FIFTEEN TIMES in these six verses.
Verse 15 begins with the word “WHO”—referring to the Lord Jesus Christ.
He is TWO THINGS:
1.

“IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD” and

2.

“FIRST-BORN OF ALL CREATION.”
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In the previous verses we noted together that it has been the work of the
Father to:
“qualify,”
“rescue,” and
“transfer [us] into the kingdom of the Son of His love.”
In verse 14 the “Son of His love” is described as the one who has
accomplished our redemption or made the payment for our sins, thus making
it possible for the Father to forgive us.
Now, here in verse 15, the word “WHO” points us back to the “Son of His
love” in verse 13, or Jesus Christ.
It is Jesus Christ “WHO IS THE IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD.”
You will note that the statement here is:
“WHO IS THE IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD”
NOT
WAS nor SHALL BE.
It is so much easier if we just accept the Scriptures.
Hebrews 13:8 (NASB)
Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today, yes and forever.
What Paul is saying here is:
JESUS CHRIST IS THE VISIBLE IMAGE OF THE UNSEEN GOD.
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Remember PHILIP in the upper room made a request of the Lord Jesus:
John 14:9 (NASB)
. . . “Lord, show us the Father . . .
And the Lord’s response:
John 14:9 (NASB)
. . . He who has seen Me has seen the Father; how do you say, ‘Show us
the Father’?
The heresy in Colossae was saying that Jesus Christ was not God.

A. T. Robertson says:
Jesus is the very stamp of God the Father, as he was before the Incarnation.
p. 477
What a wonderful truth that in Jesus Christ we see the “INVISIBLE GOD.”
1 John 1:1-2 (TLB)
Christ was alive when the world began, yet I myself have seen him
with my own eyes and listened to him speak. I have touched him with
my own hands. He is God’s message of Life. This one who is Life from
God has been shown to us and we guarantee that we have seen him; I
am speaking of Christ, who is eternal Life. He was with the Father
and then was shown to us.
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Philippians 2:6-7 (unknown translation)
Who being in the form of God thought it not robbery to be equal with
God, but emptied himself and took upon him the form of a servant and
was made in the likeness of men.
John 1:14 (unknown translation)
And the word was made flesh and tabernacled (or dwelt) among us.
The next thing that is said about Jesus Christ here in verse 15 is:
He is the “FIRST-BORN OF ALL CREATION.”
The first phrase “THE IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD” tells us of His:
RELATIONSHIP TO THE FATHER.
The second phrase “FIRST-BORN OF ALL CREATION” tells us of His:
RELATIONSHIP TO CREATION.
Paul feels that both of these facets are necessary in a statement of the
DEITY OF CHRIST.
The Baby in Bethlehem in Matthew 2 is the God who created the heavens
and the earth in Genesis 1.
He created it for Himself. It is His house. He drew up the plans and brought
it into being.
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What does “FIRST-BORN OF ALL CREATION” mean?
I believe it means He has FIRST PLACE. He has the authority over all
creation. He was in existence before creation. Jesus Christ was not just
another man, but rather the visible manifestation of the “INVISIBLE GOD.”
Also, His is a place of primacy over all creation.
Revelation 22:13 (NASB)
“I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning
and the end.”
“THE . . . FIRST-BORN OF ALL CREATION” refers to Christ as the One to
whom belongs the right and dignity of the “FIRST-BORN” in relation to every
other creature.
As the “FIRST-BORN” He is:
HEIR and
RULER OF ALL.
Psalm 89:27 (KJV)
Also I will make him my firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth.
Hebrews 1:1-2 (version unknown)
God has spoken to us in his son, whom he appointed heir of all things
through whom he also made the worlds.
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In verse 15 we have a MAJESTIC PICTURE of Jesus Christ. He is the:
“IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD, FIRST-BORN OF ALL
CREATION.”

C. S. LEWIS has a stimulating remark in this regard.
(Mere Christianity by C. S. Lewis) New York, NY: MacMillan Publishing.
Copyright – Macmillan Publishing, 1952.
A man who was merely man and said the sort of things Jesus said would not
be a great moral teacher. He would either be a lunatic—on a level with a
man who says he is a poached egg—or else he would be the Devil of Hell. You
must make your choice. Either this man was, and is, the Son of God: or else a
madman or something worse. You can shut Him up for a fool, you can spit at
Him and kill Him as a demon; or you can fall at His feet and call Him Lord
and God. But let us not come with any patronising nonsense about His being
a great human teacher. He has not left that open to us. He did not intend to.
p. 56

(The Reason for Our Hope by Vernon C. Grounds)
[Quoting Napoleon Bonaparte]
I know men; and I tell you that Jesus Christ is not a man. Superficial minds
see a resemblance between Christ and the founders of empires, and the gods
of other religions. . . . Between Him and whoever else in the world, there is no
possible comparison. He is truly a being by Himself.
p. (unknown)
Matthew 27:54 (NASB)
Now the centurion, and those who were with him keeping guard over
Jesus, when they saw the earthquake and the things that were
happening, became very frightened and said, “Truly this was the Son
of God!”
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Anders says:
Not only is Jesus the perfect picture of God, but he also holds the
highest rank in the universe. Jesus is the firstborn over all creation.
Firstborn is a term of rank more than it is a word of time (see Ps. 89:27). The
right of the firstborn was the right of privilege and priority. It was the
honored position in the family. In the case of the patriarchs, we know that
the honored position didn’t always go to the first son born in time. Jesus is
the firstborn—the highest rank—in all of creation.
p. 283

Barclay says:
There quite clearly the word “first-born” has to do with place and prestige
and honor and not with time at all. Jacob, who became Israel and who gave
his name to the nation, is called God’s firstborn; there again it must mean
that Jacob stood high in the honor of God. And, most significant of all, in the
rabbinic writings God himself is called the firstborn of creation, which can
only mean that God is the sovereign of all creation.
So when Jesus Christ is called the firstborn of all creation, it does not
mean that he was the first created person to be born; what it does mean is
that to him God has assigned the first place, the lordship, the sovereignty of
all creation. Here, therefore, the translation of the New English Bible is
much to be preferred: “His is the primacy over all created things.” First,
then, Paul lays down the sovereignty of Jesus Christ over the whole creation
of God.
p. 59
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Barker & Kohlenberger say:

A.

The Scope of Christ’s Supremacy (1:15-18)

Three profound and sweeping statements concerning Christ are made,
showing his relation to deity (v.15a), to creation (vv.15b-17), and to the
church (v.18). In making these assertions, Paul refutes the Colossian
errorists, in whose system angelic mediators usurped the place and function
of Christ. His task in earlier letters (e.g., Romans and Galatians) had been to
expound the importance of Christ for salvation; in the face of this new
teaching at Colosse, he finds it necessary to affirm Christ’s cosmic
significance.
p. 819

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
The word expresses two ideas. One is likeness: Christ is the image of God in
the sense that he is the exact likeness of God, like the image on a coin or the
reflection in a mirror (cf. Heb 1:3). The other idea in “image” is
manifestation: Christ is the image of God in the sense that the nature and
being of God are perfectly revealed in him (cf. Jn 1:18). Therefore Paul can
boldly say that we have “the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the
face of Christ” (2Co 4:6) and that believers, reflecting the Lord’s glory, “are
being transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory” (2Co 3:18).
Paul’s statement leaves no place for the vague emanations and shadowy
abstractions so prominent in the gnostic system.
p. 819

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
In the present passage, perhaps we should see both meanings. Christ is
before all creation in time; he is also over it in rank and dignity. The major
stress, however, seems to be on the idea of supremacy.
p. 819
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Barker & Kohlenberger say:
Following this line of interpretation, Christ is his Father’s representative and
heir and has the management of the divine household (all creation)
committed to him. He is thus Lord over all God’s creation.
p. 820

Bruce says:
To say that Christ is the image of God is to say that in him the nature
and being of God have been perfectly revealed—that in him the invisible has
become visible. “No one has ever seen God,” says the Fourth Evangelist; “the
only-begotten one, himself God, who has his being in the Father’s bosom, it is
he who has declared him” (John 1:18). Later, the same evangelist reports
Christ himself as saying, “He who has seen me has seen the Father” (John
14:9). In another letter Paul affirms that, since the creation of the world, the
everlasting power and divinity of the unseen Creator may be “clearly
perceived in the things that have been made” (Rom. 1:20). But now an allsurpassing manifestation of his everlasting power and divinity has been
granted: “the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ” has shone into his
people’s hearts through the same creative word as in the beginning called
light to shine forth out of darkness . . .
pp. 57-58

Bruce says:
But Paul speaks not only of a preexistent Christ, but of a cosmic
Christ: that is to say, he finds in Christ “the key to creation, declaring that it
is all there with Christ in view.” Whatever figures in Jewish literature,
canonical or otherwise, may have preexistence predicated of them, to none of
them as such cosmic activity and significance ascribed as are here ascribed to
the preexistent Christ. Nor is this the only place where Paul makes this
ascription: he has already stated in 1 Cor. 8:6 that Christians have “one Lord,
Jesus Christ, through whom are all things, and we through him,” while in
Rom. 8:19-21 he shows how the redemption secured by Christ works not only
to the advantage of its immediate beneficiaries, “the sons of God,” but
through them to the whole creation.
p. 61
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Calvin says:
He calls him the image of the invisible God, meaning by this, that it is in him
alone that God, who is otherwise invisible, is manifested to us, in accordance
with what is said in John i. 18,—No man hath ever seen God: the only

begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, hath himself manifested him
to us.
p. 149

Carson says:
We must therefore take the genitive as being qualified by the element ‘first’
in the compound ‘firstborn’. This then underlines the Son’s primacy. He is
begotten of the Father, not created; and as firstborn, prōtotokos, He is before
all creation. Lightfoot, in an extended note, emphasizes that here it is the
Son in His eternal being who is being described, rather than the Son as
incarnate. In fact, there is a close parallel between this passage and John’s
teaching concerning the eternal Word or Logos. The only-begotten is also the
agent of creation.
pp. 42-43

Eadie says:
The meaning therefore is “first-born in reference to the whole creation.” The
phrase so understood is only another aspect of the former clause. The firstborn was his father’s representative, and acted in his father’s name. Christ
stands out as the First-born, all transactions are with Him, and they are
equivalent to transactions with the Sovereign Father. The Father is
invisible, but the universe is not left without a palpable God. Its existence
and arrangements are His, and the supervision of it belongs to Him. He is
the God who busies Himself in its affairs, and with whom it has to do. He is
its First-born, its chief and governor. As the first-born of the house is he to
whom its management is entrusted, so the First-born of the whole creation is
He who is its governor and Lord, and whose prerogative it is to exhibit to the
universe the image and attributes of the unseen Jehovah.
p. 51
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Eadie says:
Now He is exalted to unbounded sovereignty, as “Lord of all,” rolling onwards
the mighty and mysterious wheels of a universal providence, without halting
or confusion; seated as His Father’s deputy on a throne of unbounded
dominion, which to this world is its tribunal of judgment—wearing the name
at which every knee bows, “of things in heaven, and things in earth, and
things under the earth”—the acting President of the universe, and, therefore,
“the First-born of every creature.” His Father’s love to Him has given Him
this pre-eminence, this “double portion,” “Thou art my Son, this day have I
begotten thee.” It is plainly implied at the same time that He existed before
all creatures, for he has never stood in any other or secondary relation to the
universe—to the many mansions of His Father’s house.
p. 52

Fergusson says:
5. Jesus Christ is true God, having an eternal being; he is not, as he is
God, in the rank of creatures, but hath a lordship and dominion over them
all; so much is in these words “the first-born of every creature:” he is “firstborn,” who was lord over his brethren. Gen. xxvii. 39, but not “first created;”
and so there is no ground, from this scripture, to reckon him among the
creatures.
p. 337

Gaebelein says:
1. The first statement concerns His absolute Deity—“Who is the image
of the invisible God.” He is the image of God in all His fulness and perfection.
As the image of God, the invisible God, He therefore is God. “He is the
effulgence of His glory and the expression of His substance” (Heb. i:3). He
has made known God to man; in Him we see what God is. “No man hath seen
God at any time; the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father,
hath declared Him” (John i:18). Were He not the essential image of God in
His own person, one with God in eternity and glory, He could not be the
representative image of God in incarnation.
p. 52
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Gaebelein says:
The title “Firstborn” denotes His priority to creation, for He is creation’s
Head; the Headship of all creation belongs to Him. When He who is the
image of the invisible God takes His place in creation, as He did in
incarnation, it can only be as the Firstborn, as the Beginning of the Creation
of God, the Head of all.
p. 52

Gromacki says:
Christ “is the image of the invisible God” in that He both represents
and manifests God to the world. What is God like? Look at Christ, and you
will see what God is like. The incarnate Son of God said to the disciples: “. . .
he that hath seen me hath seen the Father” (John 14:9). Since there is an
intrapersonal oneness and equality within the triune divine Being, the
essence of the Father can also be seen in the Son. Christ has “declared”
(exēgēsato) the Father (John 1:18). He has literally exegeted Him. He has
led the essence of deity out into open view so that men could see God in
action.
p. 61

Gromacki says:
On the other hand, Christ is (estin) the image of God (II Cor. 4:4). He
did not become the image of God at His incarnation; rather, He is the eternal
image of the eternal, invisible Father. As the Son of the Father (1:12-13), He
is the “exact reproduction.” Man is a finite image, but Christ is the perfect,
infinite image. This eternal relationship became visible through the
incarnation and the subsequent manifestation in Christ’s life, miracles, and
words. As the perfect representative, only He could say: “He that honoureth
not the Son honoureth not the Father which hath sent him” (John 5:23).
Only God could reveal God.
p. 62
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Gromacki says:
Christ is “the firstborn of every creature” (prōtotokos pasēs ktiseōs).
The title connotes both priority and sovereignty. He existed before the world
was created and He is the ruler over that creation. The fact of His voluntary
subordination to the Father and subsequent incarnation did not abrogate this
innate authority. At this moment He still is the first-born of every creature.
p. 62

Gromacki says:
Because He is who He is, one day every created being will bow before
Him and acknowledge His sovereign deity (Phil. 2:10-11).
p. 63

Hughes says:
Christ’s supremacy in eternity is boldly proclaimed as Paul says he is
the eikon of the invisible God. He is supreme! Jesus is no second-rate
emanation from the true God, a Gnostic step in the ladder to the true God.
He is God. This not only tells us about Christ—it also tells us about
ourselves, because as Jesus is the image of God, he is what we were meant to
be in terms of character: we were created in his image (Genesis 1:26, 27).
p. 30

Hughes says:
Paul describes Christ’s supremacy in creation in four ways in verses 15 to 17.
In verse 15b Christ is firstborn; in verse 16 he is Creator; in verse 16b he is
the goal; and in verse 17 he is sustainer.
p. 31
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Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
Thus His essential character as always “the image of God,” (1) before the
incarnation, (2) in the days of His flesh, and (3) now in His glorified state, is,
I think, contemplated here by the verb “is.” first-born of every creature—
Hebrews 1:6, “the first-begotten”: “begotten of His Father before all worlds”
[NICENE Creed]. Priority and superlative dignity is implied (Ps. 89:27).
p. 1316

King says:

“The First-born,” 15. The name accords Him the priority. We look

round upon “every creature,” every created thing, and we know He was there
first. The description seems to cling to Him. At His incarnation, it is
recorded that “she brought forth her first-born Son”, Luke ii. 7. There were
other children of Mary, as we learn from Matthew xiii. 55-6, but He was first.
Of His resurrection, our passage speaks of Him as “the first-born from the
dead”, 18. Others were, before Him, miraculously brought back from the
dead, but they are died again eventually—they were not true resurrections
but resuscitations. He was the first real rising for ever, “CHRIST being raised
from the dead dieth no more”, Romans vi. 9. Yes, His is the priority: should
He not also be Priority No. 1 in every Christian’s life? But our phrase also
carries the idea of superiority. In speaking of Him, John the Baptist says,
not only that “He was before me”, in priority, but that He “is preferred before
me”, in superiority, John i. 30. Superior in moral splendor, superior in saving
power, superior in practical guidance, superior in transforming influence,
superior in gracious friendship, John xv. 14.
pp. 37-38

Lange says:
Who is.—“Is,” not “was” or “became;” hence we have here defined, not what
He became at His appearing in the flesh, but what He is, and is personally
...
p. 20
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Laurin says:
There is something so daring about this language that it cannot be
assigned to any ordinary or even extraordinary human being. It describes
someone whose origin and character is more than human. It is declared of
Jesus Christ that He is the visible representation of the invisible God. This
person is not some strange and awesome creature; but none other than the
redeeming Son of God. As such He did not merely resemble God; He actually
manifested God in both existence and power. He was not merely God-like; He
was God. As God He was not such from His fleshly birth, through Mary at
Bethlehem, for He had a prior existence which puts Him before creation since
He is “the firstborn of every creature.”
pp. 54-55

Lenski says:
This is the first unit of the great Christological section, the other is
found in v. 18-20. The first deals with Christ’s supreme position above the
whole universe of creatures (Creator, Preserver); the second deals with him
who is this in the universe as the head of the church.
p. 47

Lenski says:
Those who would begin a new sentence with v. 15 are undoubtedly
correct: v. 15-20 form an objective unit about Christ and are thus distinct
from the subjective “we” section that precedes and the subjective “you”
section that follows.
p. 47

Lenski says:
The invisible God becomes visible to men in “the Son of his love” as “the
image of the invisible God.”
p. 51
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Lightfoot says:
(I) Priority to all creation. In other words it declares the absolute preexistence of the Son.
p. 146

Lightfoot says:
(2) Sovereignty over all creation. God’s ‘first-born’ is the natural ruler,
the acknowledged head, of God’s household. The right of primogeniture
appertains to Messiah over all created things.
p. 147

Lovett says:
He is the precise image of the invisible God, existing before anything was
created.

p. 169

IMAGE. Paul would herald Jesus’ absolute supremacy with a
mighty declaration of His Deity. He chose the Greek word “ikon” for
image, which means an exact reproduction. Today’s finest camera
lenses bear that name. Were photography known then, Paul would
have said, Jesus is a clear photograph of the Father, NOT IN
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE, but in His personality. The love, mercy,
graciousness of Jesus is precisely that of the Father. “First-born” in
the A.V. is a technical reference to His RANK. Since He is the only
Son of God, so uniquely begotten, He bears the same title as would the
first-born of a Jewish family. The term is used to show His
relationship to the Father before there was any world. The heretical
teachers claimed that Jesus was one of a series of created agents whom
God used to link Himself with the visible world.
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MacArthur says:
Unlike man, Jesus Christ is the perfect, absolutely accurate image of
God. He did not become the image of God at the incarnation, but has been
that from all eternity.
p. 45

MacArthur says:

image of the invisible God. See note on Hebrews 1:3. The Greek word for
image is eikon, from which the English word icon derives. It means “copy” or

“likeness.” Jesus Christ is the perfect image—the exact likeness—of God and
is in the very form of God (Phil. 2:6; cf. John 1:14; 14:9), and has been so from
all eternity. By describing Jesus in this manner, Paul emphasizes that He is
both the representation and manifestation of God.
p. 1733

MacArthur says:
Thus, Jesus is the firstborn in the sense that He has the preeminence (v. 18)
and possesses the right of inheritance “over all creation” (cf. Heb. 1:2; Rev.
5:1-7, 13). He existed before the creation and is exalted in rank above it.
p. 1734

McGee says:
This is the way that He became the image of the invisible God. How could He
be that? Because He is God. If He were not God, He could not have been the
image of the invisible God.
p. 338
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McGee says:
2. He is “the first born of every creature.” This reveals His
relationship to the Father and His position in the Trinity. God is the
everlasting Father; the Son is the everlasting Son. His position in the Trinity
is that of Son.
p. 338

McGee says:
When Jesus Christ is called the Firstborn of all creation, it is not
referring to His birth at Bethlehem. This is no Christmas verse. It means
that He has top priority of position. It has nothing to do with His origin at
all. The psalmist wrote, “Also I will make him my first-born, higher than the
kings of the earth” (Ps. 89:27). This makes it very clear that Christ as the
eternal Son holds the position of top priority to all creation. In other words,
He is the Creator.
p. 339

McGee says:
So, my friend, what we are talking about here is not that the Lord
Jesus was born a creature; we are talking about the fact that He is God.
When He came into the world, a child was born but the Son was given and He
had come out of eternity. The angel’s announcement to Mary was “. . . that
holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God” (Luke
1:35). Why? Because that is who He is. He was the Son of God before He
came into this world. “. . . Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God” . . .
p. 339

O’Brien says:
The very nature and character of God have been perfectly revealed in him; in
him the invisible has become visible.
p. 43
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O’Brien says:
The title “firstborn,” used of Christ here and in verse 18, echoes the
wording of Psalm 89:27, where God says of the Davidic king: “I also will make
him my firstborn, the highest of the kings of the earth.” But as many have
noted this title belongs to Jesus Christ not only as the Messiah of David’s
line, but also as the Wisdom of God . . .
p. 44

Patzia says:
The result of the Incarnation is that the invisible God has become
visible in the God-man, Jesus Christ. The Apostle John, in a different
context, records statements that Christ made: “I and the Father are one”
(10:30), and “Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father” (14:9). Such a
claim could not be made for any angel or spiritual power. Christ’s
sovereignty is attested to by his personal and unique relationship to God.
p. 30

Patzia says:
Paul does not mean that Christ belongs to creation in a temporal way.
The issue here is primacy of function, not priority in time. Since Christ
participates in the act of creation, he stands over and beyond the created
world as the agent by which everything came into existence.
p. 30

Phillips says:
Just so with the Lord Jesus Christ. He was Man. He was God. In
Him the two natures perfectly blend. He was inseparably (and now
eternally) both. As Paul puts it here, He is “the image of the invisible God.”
p. 50
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Phillips says:
The words “the firstborn of every creature” can be rendered “the firstborn
over all creation,” making Him superior to and distinct from the entire sphere
of created beings and things. The title means that “Christ, existing as he did
before all creation, exercises the privilege of primogeniture as Lord of all
creation . . . He was there when creation began.”1
1.

p. 50

F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians (London: Marshall,
Morgan and Scott, 1957), 194.

Phillips says:
As “the firstborn of every creature,” He was related to the creation
because He was its mighty Maker, yet He was distinctly removed from it for
the same reason—He made it.
p. 52

Robertson says:
It is a tragedy when “the god of this age has blinded the thoughts of
the unbelieving so that for them there does not shine the illumination of the
gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the Image of God” (2 Cor. 4:4). Christ as
the light of God is only for those who have eyes to see, the eyes of whose
hearts have been enlightened. “In the exalted Christ the unknowable God
becomes known” (Peake).
p. 41

Robertson says:
Jesus is the very stamp of God the Father as he was before the Incarnation
(John 17:5) and is now . . .
p. 477
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Robertson says:
This passage is parallel to the Logos passage in John 1:1-18 and to Heb. 1:1-4
as well as Phil. 2:5-11 in which these three writers (John, author of Hebrews,
Paul) give the high conception of the Person of Christ . . .
p. 478

Simpson & Bruce say:
What Paul implies is not so much that the Wisdom of the OT books is really
Christ, as that Christ—the Church who came to earth as man, who died and
rose again, “who was made unto us wisdom from God”—is the One who was
before all creation. He is the pre-existent, cosmic Christ.
p. 195

Simpson & Bruce say:
But Paul speaks not only of a pre-existent Christ, but of a cosmic
Christ; that is to say, he finds in Christ “the key to creation, declaring that it
is all there with Christ in view. Whatever figures in Jewish literature,
canonical or otherwise, may have pre-existence predicated of them, to none of
them is such cosmic activity and significance ascribed as Paul here ascribes
to the pre-existent Christ.
p. 196

Sturz says:
Verse 15. In this and the following verses Paul claims for Christ the
absolute supremacy in relation to the universe and the Church. Paul has
focused our eyes on Jesus Christ, who is the image of the Invisible God.
Notice that he says He is; not was, nor shall be, nor much less that He has
become the image of God. Is, the eternal present. “Jesus Christ the same
yesterday, and today, and forever” (Heb. 13:8).
p. 40
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Wiersbe says:

Firstborn
“Firstborn over all creation” (Col. 1:15) does not mean Jesus was a created
being and not eternal God, nor does “firstborn from the dead” (v. 18) mean He
was the first one raised from the dead. Firstborn is a term of honor and
means “the highest, of first rank and importance.” Jesus was prior to all
creation (John 1:1-3) and is the highest in creation. He is the highest of all
who were raised from the dead (Rev. 1:17-18).
p. 783

Wuest says:
The word “firstborn” in prōtotokos. The Greek word implied two
things, priority to all creation and sovereignty over all creation. In the first
meaning we see the absolute pre-existence of the Logos. Since our Lord
existed before all created things, He must be uncreated. Since He is
uncreated, He is eternal. Since He is eternal, He is God. Since He is God, He
cannot be one of the emanations from deity of which the Gnostic speaks, even
though He proceeds from God the Father as the Son. In the second meaning
we see that He is the natural ruler, the acknowledged head of God’s
household. Thus again, He cannot be one of the emanations from deity in
whom the divine essence is present but diffused. He is Lord of creation.
p. 183

Wuest says:

Who is a derived reproduction and manifestation of the Deity, the invisible
One, the One who has priority to and sovereignty over all creation.
p. 183
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(365 Days of Hope: Encouragement for Those Facing Loss, Pain, and
Disappointment by Joni Eareckson Tada and Dave & Jan Dravecky)
Federal Way, WA: World Vision. Copyright– Joni Eareckson Tada,
Dave Dravecky, and Jan Dravecky, 2005.
WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID
I believe there is no one lovelier, deeper, more sympathetic and more perfect
than Jesus—not only is there no one else like him, but there could never be
anyone like him.—Fyodor Dostoevsky
(July 31)
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A REFRESHER COURSE ON GOD’S MAJESTY
My book Disappointment With God explores three questions many
Christians ask: Is God hidden? Is God silent? Is God unfair? It struck me
that those questions did not trouble the Hebrews in the Sinai wilderness.
They saw evidence of God every day, heard Him speak, and lived under a
contract signed in His own hand. Out of this relationship emerged a great
gift from the Jews to the world: monotheism—the belief in one sovereign,
holy God.
Today many treat God like a cosmic good buddy. We could use a
refresher course from the Old Testament on God’s majesty.
Pastor Gordon MacDonald writes, “The most costly sins I have
committed came at a time when I briefly suspended my reverence for God. . . .
I quietly (and insanely) concluded that God didn’t care and most likely
wouldn’t intervene were I to risk the violation of one of His commandments.”
MacDonald says his own love for God has moved away from a
sentimental model, which never satisfied him, to something closer to a
father/son model. He is learning to reverence, obey, and thank God; to
express appropriate sorrow for sin; to pursue a quietness in which he might
hear God whisper. He seeks a relationship with God appropriate to the
profound difference between the two parties.
As God’s children, we may “come boldly to the throne of grace” (Heb.
4:16). But let us ever be mindful of our Father’s inestimable majesty.
To worship is to recognize
the supreme worth of God.
(From Our Daily Bread, Tuesday, February 3, 2009)
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(The Attentive Life by Leighton Ford) Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press.
Copyright – Leighton Ford, 2008.
At the end of that first session, David suggested a follow-up reflection:
to consider what has been my image of God and how that image was formed.
Indeed our image of God affects our understanding not only of God but of
what we are created to be: men and women made in God’s image and called
to be transformed into a new image—to reflect the new “icon” of God
displayed in Christ our Lord.
p. 66

(Majestic Destiny: Kingdom Hope is Rising by Curtis H. Tucker) Redmond,
OR: Last Chapter Publishing. Copyright– Curtis H. Tucker, 2011.
How do you view God?
Do you think of God as an unhappy police officer on the hunt to “cuff
and stuff” people who do wrong? Or an angry boss who constantly inspects
work reviews to determine whom he can fire? Or an inspector at a border
crossing who scrutinizes all your affairs to determine whether you come in or
stay out?
Do you ever wonder if you are good enough for Him to love? Do you
ever fear that your sins might cause Him to stop loving you? Or that He may
change His mind about whether you can spend eternity with Him? Do you
ever doubt God’s love? Do you ever wonder if He is truly a committed, loving,
caring, long-suffering God?
Do you ever think that you need to do good things so God will love you
. . . forever?
p. 25
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v.16 Because in Him were created all things in the heaven and upon the
earth. Things visible and things invisible, whether thrones or bearers
of the ruling power or rulers or authorities—all things through Him
and for Him were created.

The NET Bible translates verse 16:
for all things in heaven and on earth were created by him—all things,
whether visible or invisible, whether thrones or dominions, whether
principalities or powers—all things were created through him and for
him.

Peterson paraphrases verse 16:
For everything, absolutely everything, above and below, visible and
invisible, rank after rank after rank of angels—everything got started
in him and finds its purpose in him.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
The third characteristic of Christ is that by Him all things were created. In
fact all things were created by Him . . . and for Him . . . and in Him
. . . they hold together (He is the constituting or conserving Cause). Christ is
not only the One through whom all things came to be, but also the One by
whom they continue to exist. Two other New Testament verses parallel this
description of Christ: “Through Him all things were made” (John 1:3), and
Christ the Son is the One “through whom [the Father] made the universe”
(Heb. 1:2). The Father, then, is the ultimate Source (efficient Cause), and the
Son is the mediating Cause of the world. The Son was the “master
Workman” of Creation, “the beginning . . . of the Creation of God” (Rev. 3:14,
NASB).
The Son’s Creation includes “all” things in heaven and on earth, visible
and invisible. These indicate the entire universe, both material and
immaterial. The hierarchy of angelic beings—thrones . . . or powers . . . or
rulers . . . or authorities . . . —indicate a highly organized dominion in the
spirit world, a sphere in which the Colossians were engaged in the worship of
angels . . . and over which Christ reigns supreme
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This verse is closely connected with verse 15. In this verse we have the
REASON WHY the two previous statements about him being the:
“image of the invisible God” and
“first-born of all creation” are true.
“BECAUSE IN HIM WERE CREATED ALL THINGS.”
Revelation 3:14 (KJV)
And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write; These things
saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the
creation of God;
John 1:3 (KJV)
All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made
that was made
Hebrews 1:2 (KJV)
[God] Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he
hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;
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Christ is responsible for all of creation. His name appears on all of it. Just
like the artist’s name on a painting or an author’s upon a book.
Could we just stop for a minute and meditate on the greatness of these
words?
Jesus Christ, the “VISIBLE” image of the “INVISIBLE” God, who
“CREATED ALL THINGS” became a tiny little baby and lived in weakness
dependent upon a mother for His life.
Jesus Christ, whose mighty arm threw the worlds into space and spangled
the heavens with the sun, moon and stars, is the One who hung for me in
weakness on the cross of shame. Jesus Christ who by right of creation, owns
all things yet, when He came to earth found no room. He had no place to lay
His head, no place to call His own.
Jesus Christ who created the waters of the seas, the rivers, the streams, died
with the cry “I thirst” upon His lips.
Jesus Christ Who created life, gave His that man might live forever. One can
only stand in utter amazement at a statement like this. No wonder Paul
could say in:
2 Corinthians 5:17 (DAV)
Therefore if any man is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old things
passed away; behold new things have come
Jesus Christ created the woods, the nails, and the hill on which His blood was
spilled. He gave life to those who were taking His.
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Professor Rendle Short says very beautifully:
His hand stretches out to stars so distant, that our arithmetic cannot find
figures for them. The imagination staggers both at the vastness and the
minuteness of His work—The beauty and the infinite variety of nature, show
him to us as the superlative artist and craftsman. O Lord, my God, thou art
very great, thou art clothed with honor and majesty.
(source unknown)
We would do well to note the little word “ALL” in these verses. Everything
without exception was created by Him.
The word “ALL” and “ALL THINGS” occurs EIGHT TIMES in these six
verses.
“BECAUSE IN HIM WERE CREATED ALL THINGS IN THE HEAVEN
AND UPON THE EARTH.”
Paul does not want to be misunderstood here so he spells out what he means.
“ALL THINGS” refers both to “HEAVEN” and “EARTH”—“THINGS
VISIBLE AND THINGS INVISIBLE.”
“ALL THINGS” refers to the things you can see and also the things you
cannot see. We can see the rain but we can’t see the wind. Both are products
of His hand.
“WHETHER THRONES OR BEARERS OF THE RULER POWER OR
RULERS OR AUTHORITIES” here the Apostle Paul makes reference to the
ANGELIC and SPIRIT realm with the statement of fact that Jesus Christ is
responsible for bringing all of them into existence as well.
“ALL THINGS THROUGH HIM AND FOR HIM WERE CREATED.”
It was all done “FOR HIM.”
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In the first part of the verse he says:
“IN HIM WERE CREATED ALL THINGS.”
Now he says:
“THROUGH HIM AND FOR HIM [ALL THINGS] WERE CREATED.”
He is the CENTER and CIRCUMFERENCE of all creation and it through
His activity that everything has come into being.
All of this is for Him. He is not only the One who “CREATED ALL THINGS”
but He created it with a design that the product of creation would be for Him.
Just like the building contractor who very carefully builds a house for
himself—Jesus has created the world and all that is in it for Himself.
1 Corinthians 2:9 (NASB)
but just as it is written, “Things which eye has not seen and ear has
not heard, and which have not entered the heart of man, all that God
has prepared for those who love Him.”
What he is saying here is He’s doing the new creation for us His bride.
Meditating upon this verse certainly makes Colossians 1:11 more
meaningful, doesn’t it? Equipped with all power according to His glorious
strength. The same power that created the world and controls the tides is
available to us in Jesus Christ.
Do you think He can handle it?
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Anders says:
Jesus holds the highest rank in creation because he is the Creator of all
things. There is nothing in the created order that Jesus did not create (see
also John 1:3). Because he is the Creator, Jesus has absolute supremacy over
all creation, including any spirit beings who were being worshiped by the
local heretics. Since only God can be the Creator, this means that Jesus, the
perfect image of God, is even more than an image. He is divine. He is God.
p. 283

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
Lest anyone misunderstand that “firstborn” in the previous verse meant that
Jesus was merely the first thing God created, Paul went on here to explain
that all things were created in, through, and for Christ. That final little word
“for” shows us the goal of all creation—to glorify Christ. The apostle John
wrote, “All things were made through Him, and without Him nothing was
made that was made” (John 1:3 NKJV). The writer to the Hebrews wrote of
Christ, “through whom [God] made the universe. The Son is the radiance of
God’s glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by
his powerful word” (Hebrews 1:2-3 NIV). Just as all the fullness of Deity is in
him (1:19), so in him are all the creative powers that make him the supreme
Lord.
p. 163
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Bruce says:
Christ, then, is prior to all creation and, as the Father’s firstborn, he is heir
to it all. But more: it was “in him” that all things were created. If it be asked
why the preposition “in” is used here instead of the more usual “through,” the
answer seems to be that Christ is the beginning “in” which, according to Gen.
1:1, “God created the heaven and the earth.” This is not mere surmise: he is
expressly called “the beginning” in v. 18. The phrase “in him” seems to mark
Christ out as the “sphere” within which the work of creation takes place; one
might compare Eph. 1:4, where the people of God are said to have been
chosen “in him” before time began. God’s creation, like his election, takes
place “in Christ” and not apart from him.
When creation is said to have taken place “through him,” as it is at the
end of v. 16, he is denoted as the agent by whom God brought the universe
into being. This is corroborated by the writer to the Hebrews, who affirms
that it was through the Son that God made the worlds (Heb. 1:2), and by the
Fourth Evangelist, who declares in his own uncompromising way, “All things
came into being through him, and apart from him none of the things that
exist came into being” (John 1:3).
pp. 61-62

Carson says:
Lest there should be any doubt as to the superiority of the Son to other
spiritual beings, Paul stresses that He is not only the agent of the creation of
the visible world, but also of the invisible world of heavenly beings. These
beings who comprise both the angels of God and also the devil and his
angels—Paul uses synonymous terms here without giving a precise
classification—are all alike due to the creative power of the Son, and so are
subject to His control. In fact He is not only the agent, but the very goal of
their creation. They exist with a view to His glory, and so are subservient to
His eternal purpose.
p. 43

Eadie says:
The phrase “for Him” seems to mean for Him in every aspect of His Being,
and every purpose of His Heart.
p. 56
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Eadie says:
In every sense He is the sovereign creator—His is the conception, and
Himself the agent and end.
p. 57

Garland says:
Verse 16 contains a series of prepositional phrases: All things were created
“in [en] him,” “through [dia] him,” and “for [or with respect to, eis] him.” The
NIV translates the first preposition as a dative of agency (instrumental), “by
him.” It is better, however, to read it as a dative of sphere (locative), “in
him.” Paul frequently uses “in Christ” or “in him” in this sense. Since the
last part of this verse states that all things have been created through him
(dia), it is unlikely that the apostle intends to repeat the idea of Christ’s
agency in creation. The first prepositional phrase maintains Christ was “the
location from whom all came into being and in whom all creation is
contained.”
p. 88

Gromacki says:
Christ’s preeminence as the creator is now indicated in five key
statements. The first three center in three prepositional phrases: “by [in]
him,” “by him,” and “for him.” The fourth sets forth His uncreated
preexistence (“before all things”) and the fifth presents the ministry of
preservation (“by him all things consist”).
p. 63

Henry says:

All things are created by him and for him. He is the end, as well as the cause
of all things.
p. 1870
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Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
by him—as the instrumental Agent (John 1:3). for him—as the grand End of
creation; containing in Himself the reason why creation is at all, and why it is
as it is [ALFORD].
p. 1316

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
Thus Paul puts first, the origination by Him of the natural creation; secondly,
of the new creation. The parenthesis falls into four clauses, two and two: the
former two support the first assertion, “the firstborn of every creature”; the
latter two prepare us for “the first-born from the dead”; the former two
correspond to the latter two in their form—“All things by Him . . . and He is,”
and “By Him all things . . . and He is.”
p. 1316

Laurin says:
This identifies Him as the Creator. It puts Him in a workshop far
more important and far reaching than that of the carpentershop in Nazareth.
He made things in heaven and earth, things visible and invisible.
p. 55

Laurin says:
Jesus Christ is not only the beginning of all things, but their end.
Here is the meaning of His self-clared title—“I am Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and the end.” He is the first and last of God’s purpose. Through
Him all that we see came to be. Through Him all that remains will be
brought to a glorious consummation. He is the goal of the entire universe
and as such gives us what we never had before, a meaning for this great
experience called life.
p. 56
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Lightfoot says:
Thus guided, we may paraphrase the Apostle’s meaning as follows:
‘You dispute much about the successive grades of angels; you distinguish
each grade by its special title; you can tell how each order was generated
from the preceding; you assign to each its proper degree of worship.
Meanwhile you have ignored or you have degraded Christ. I tell you, it is not
so. He is first and foremost, Lord of heaven and earth, far above all thrones
or dominations, all princedoms or powers, far above every dignity and every
potentate—whether earthly or heavenly—whether angel or demon or man—
that evokes your reverence or excites your fear.’
p. 153

Lovett says:
For it was by Him that everything, whether in heaven or on earth, whether
spiritual or material, was created. In fact, it was through Him and for Him
and by Him that all the spiritual powers, including their lords, rulers and
agencies were created.
pp. 169-70

MacArthur says:
As God, Jesus created the material and spiritual universe for His pleasure
and glory.
p. 1734
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O’Brien says:
The statement about Christ’s unique position as “firstborn of all creation” is
now given more explicit proof in the words: “because . . . in him all things
were created.” The passive form “were created” . . . indicates that God is the
Creator, a point that is reiterated later in the verse when the clause is taken
up again with the statement “all things were created [sc. by God] . . . through
him and for him.” In the first clause the aorist tense is employed to draw
attention to the historical act, which the second reference uses the perfect to
focus on creation’s continuing existence. And the historical act of God “in
him” establishes that Christ is (and “continues to be,” . . .) the “firstborn of all
creation.”
p. 45

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
This early Christian hymn emphasizes the superiority of Christ over all
creation. Christ is the One who created all things, whether they be material
or immaterial, seen or unseen. This idea is in direct contradiction to the false
teaching, later known as Gnosticism, that was developing in the Colossian
church. In general, Gnostics believed that various angelic beings were the
creators of the earth and that Christ was one among many of these angels.
all things were created through Him and for Him: Not only did Jesus create
all things; everything was created for His purposes (Heb. 1:2, where Christ is
said to be the “heir of all things”). But the glory of the earth, the heavens, or
the sun, moon, and stars cannot be compared with the glory of His new
creation (2 Cor. 5:17).
p. 1562

Robertson says:
But Paul has a further word to add. The universe stands created “for
him.” Here the climax is reached concerning Christ as Creator. “The
conditions of existence are so ordered that without Christ it cannot attain its
perfection” (Abbott). Christ is the goal of creation, the causa finalis or finis
ultimus. He is the Alpha and the Omega of the Father’s creative purpose, as
Jesus is represented as saying in Revelation 22:13: “I am the Alpha and the
Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.”
p. 47
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Simpson & Bruce say:
Christ, then, is prior to all creation, and, as the firstborn of God, is heir to it
all. But more: it was “in Him” that all things were created. The preposition
“in” seems to denote Christ as the “sphere” within which the work of creation
takes place; more commonly the preposition “through” is used, denoting Him
as the agent by whom God created the universe. Here again the teaching of
Paul is corroborated by the writer to the Hebrews, who assures us that it was
through His Son that God made the worlds (Heb. 1:2), and by the Fourth
Evangelist, who affirms in his own uncompromising way: “All things came
into being through Him, and apart from Him none of the things that exist
came into being” (John 1:3).

Simpson & Bruce say:
In all, five classes of angel-princes seem to be distinguished in the
NT—thrones, principalities, authorities, powers and dominions. They
probably represent the highest orders of the angelic realm, bu thte variety of
ways in which the titles are combined in the NT warns us against the
attempt to reconstruct a fixed hierarchy from them.
p. 198

Sturz says:
His creative work takes in everything everywhere. Just as Heaven and earth
show the extent “in space” of His creative work, so the things visible and the
things invisible show its extent “in types” of existence. He created that which
is material and that which is spiritual.
p. 43

Wuest says:
Translation. Because in Him were created the all things in the

heavens and upon the earth, the visible things and the invisible ones,
whether they are thrones or lordships or principalities or authorities. The all
things through Him as intermediate agent and with a view of Him stand
created.
pp. 184-5
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(The Joy of My Heart by Anne Graham Lotz) Nashville, TN: J Countryman /
Thomas Nelson. Copyright – Anne Graham Lotz, 2004.
WE ARE WONDERFULLY MADE

I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made.
PSALM 139:14, NIV

We can only imagine the concentrated thoughts that occupied the divine
Mind and the gentle, skillful touch of the divine Hand that first shaped man
from the dust. Where did the Creator begin? Did He start with a skeletal
frame? Did He then cover it with an outside layer of skin, which at no place
is thicker than three-sixteenths of an inch, is packed with nerve endings to
enable man to feel the outside world, and is virtually waterproof? Into the
skin stretched over the frame did He next place the heart that pumps
seventy-two times a minute, forty million times a year? When did He hang
the lungs in their sealed compartments so that the rivers of blood necessary
for life can deposit the carbon dioxide and pick up oxygen to be carried to
every single one of the more than twenty-six trillion cells in the body? Truly,
we are fearfully and wonderfully and lovingly and personally created by an
awe-inspiring, loving Creator!
p. 293

(The Best of A. W. Tozer: Book 2 compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe) Camp
Hill, PA: Wing Spread Publishers. Copyright– Zur Ltd., 1980, 2000.
God’s sovereignty is the attribute by which He rules His entire
creation, and to be sovereign, God must be all-knowing, all-powerful and
absolutely free.
p. 29
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Texas, the most glorious place on earth .....
God was missing for six days. Eventually, Michael, the archangel, found
Him, resting on the seventh day.
He inquired, “Where have you been?”
God smiled deeply and proudly pointed downwards through the clouds,
“Look, Michael. Look what I’ve made.”
Archangel Michael looked puzzled, and said, “What is it?”
“It’s a planet,” replied God, and I’ve put life on it. I’m going to call it Earth
and it’s going to be a place to test Balance.”
“Balance?” inquired Michael, “I’m still confused.”
God explained, pointing to different parts of Earth. “For example, northern
Europe will be a place of great opportunity and wealth, while southern
Europe is going to be poor. Over here I’ve placed a continent of white people,
and over there is a continent of black people. Balance in all things.”
God continued pointing to different countries. “This one will be extremely
hot, while this one will be very cold and covered in ice.”
The Archangel, impressed by God’s work, then pointed to a land area and
said, “What’s that one?”
“That’s Texas, the most glorious place on earth. There are beautiful
mountains, beaches, rivers and streams, lakes, forests, hills, and plains. The
people from Texas are going to be beautiful, friendly, modest, intelligent,
humorous, and they are going to travel the world. They will be extremely
sociable, hardworking, high achieving, carriers of peace, and producers of
good things.”
Michael gasped in wonder and admiration, but then asked, “But what about
balance, God? You said there would be balance.”
God smiled, “I will create Washington, DC. Wait till you see the idiots I put
there.”
(Received via email from Pat Burgess, June 29, 2011)
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(Outlive Your Life: You Were Made to Make a Difference by Max Lucado)
Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson. Copyright– Max Lucado, 2010.
When my nephew Lawson was three years old, he asked me to play some
basketball. A towheaded spark plug of a boy, he delights in anything round
and bouncy. When he spotted the basketball and goal in my driveway, he
couldn’t resist.
The ball, however, was as big as his midsection. The basket was three
times his height. His best heaves fell way short. So I set out to help him.
I lowered the goal from ten feet to eight feet. I led him closer to the target.
I showed him how to “granny toss” the ball. Nothing helped. The ball never
threatened the net. So I gave him a lift. With one hand on his back and my
other beneath his little bottom, I lifted him higher and higher until he was
eye level with the rim.
“Make a basket, Lawson!” I urged. And he did. He rolled the ball over
the iron hoop, and down it dropped. Swoosh! And how did little Lawson
respond? Still cradled in my hands, he punched both fists into the air and
declared, “All by myself! All by myself!”
A bit of an overstatement, don’t you think, little fellow? After all, who
held you? Who steadied you? Who showed you the way? Aren’t you
forgetting somebody?
p. 111
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v.17 And He Himself is before all things, and all things in Him hold together.

The NET Bible translates verse 17:
He himself is before all things and all things are held together in him.

Peterson paraphrases verse 17:
He was there before any of it came into existence and holds it all
together right up to this moment.
There are some very instructive and key words in verses 16 & 17:
verse 16—“all things through him” and “all things . . . for Him.”
verse 17—“HE HIMSELF IS BEFORE ALL THINGS, AND ALL
THINGS IN HIM HOLD TOGETHER.”
Paul now uses a FOURTH PREPOSITION in talking of Christ:
“HE . . . IS BEFORE ALL THINGS.”
Since all things:
“in Him,”
“through Him,” and
“for Him were created”
it automatically follows that:
“HE . . . IS BEFORE ALL THINGS.”
This is a statement of ETERNAL EXISTENCE OF THE SON.
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1 John 1:1 (TLB)
Christ was alive when the world began . . .
John 8:58 (KJV)
Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham
was, I am.
John 17:5 (KJV)
And now, O Father, glorify thou me with thine own self with the glory
which I had with thee before the world was.
In the acceptance of this statement, Jesus Christ becomes God rather than
man.
According to the statement of the Apostle Paul, the God of Genesis 1 is the
babe of Matthew 2.
“ALL THINGS IN HIM HOLD TOGETHER.”

Lightfoot says:
He is the principle of cohesion in the universe. He impresses upon creation
that unity and solidarity which makes it a cosmos instead of a chaos.
p. 156
This principle can be seen in the LAW OF GRAVITY and in the SEASONS,
the TIDES, the PATTERNS of movement in the universe.
He is responsible for all of the clock-like movements of the SUN, the MOON,
the STARS, and the PLANETS.
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Hebrews 1:3 (TLB)
God’s Son shines out with God’s glory, and all that God’s Son is and
does marks him as God. He regulates the universe by the mighty
power of his command.

Roy Laurin says:
. . . “the helm of the universe is held by the hands which were pierced for us.”
p. 57
Jesus Christ not only CREATED “ALL THINGS” but SUSTAINS them in
their operation.
He truly is the Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End. He is the:
CREATOR,
SUSTAINER, and
ULTIMATE GOAL of the universe.
What a tremendous truth!
Does it not seem foolish to us to consider for a moment that we are unable to
trust Jesus Christ to order our lives in a meaningful, coherent manner since
He is the One who directs the movement of the universe?

Anders says:
1:17. Jesus is eternally existent (an attribute that can only be true of
God) because he is before all things. Jesus is also the powerful sustainer of
the universe. Because of him all things hold together. His power guarantees
that the universe is under control and not chaotic.
p. 283
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Barclay says:
We have already seen that he has the primacy over all created things. But
there is much more than that. In him and through him all things were
created. All things hold together in him. All things were created for him. He
is the agent of creation; he is the sustainer of creation; he is the goal of
creation. He is, as the John of The Revelation has it, “the Alpha and the
Omega, . . . the beginning and the end” (Rev. 22:13).
pp. 60-61

Barker & Kohlenberger say:
Verse 16 has stated the essential reason for Christ’s lordship over creation,
namely, that he is its creator. Verse 17 is a sort of summing up of the
thought of vv. 15-16. But in addition, it rounds out and completes the
statement of Christ’s relation to creation. “He is before all things, and in him
all things hold together.” That Christ is “before” all things means primarily
that he is before all in time; yet the statement is general enough to include
also the notion that he is above all in rank (cf. “firstborn over all creation” in
v.15b). That all things “hold together” (GK 5319) in Christ means that he is
both the unifying principle and the personal sustainer of all creation. It
springs from him and finds in him its common cohesion and center . . .
p. 820

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
Christ is before all things, both in time and in rank. He is not only the
Creator of the world, he is also its Sustainer. By him everything came to be,
and by him everything continues to be. In him, everything is held together,
protected, and prevented from disintegrating into chaos (see Acts 17:28).
Because Christ is the Sustainer of all life, nothing in creation is independent
from him. Hold together (sunestaken) implies being held together in a
coherent or logical way, sustained and upheld, prevented from dissolving into
chaos. In him alone and by his word, we find the unifying principle of all of
life (Hebrews 1:2-3). The Colossians, and all believers, are his servants who
must daily trust him for protection, care, and sustenance.
p. 164
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Bruce says:
17 The teaching of vv. 15 and 16 is now recapitulated in a twofold
reaffirmation of the preexistence and cosmic significance of Christ: “he is
indeed before all things, and they all cohere in him.” “In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth,” says Genesis; but in that beginning, says
John, which was the beginning of all created things, the divine Word already
existed (John 1:1). No matter how far back our imagination may press, we
can never reach a point of which we may say, with Arius, “there was once
when he was not.” For he is “before all things”—a phrase which not only
declares his temporal priority to the universe but also suggests his
superiority over it (as the title “firstborn” has already implied).
As for the statement that all things cohere or hold together in him, this
adds something to what has been said about his agency in creation. What
has been brought into being through him is maintained in being by him.
p. 65

Carson says:
Far from being in any way a part of creation, the Son is before all things, not
only in the sense that He is eternal, while creation is in time; but also in the
sense that His very being, as the only-begotten of the Father, raises Him to a
unique position above and before all that is due to the creative act of God.
Indeed He is not only the agent of creation, but of preservation. The
philosopher may seek for a principle of coherence, a unity amid all the
diversity of the world of sense; but in the Son the believer finds the true
principle of coherence. It is His power alone which holds creation together.
p. 43

Eadie says:
All things were brought together, and are still held together in Him. The
energy which created is alone competent to sustain, every successive moment
of providence being, as it were, a successive act of creation. In Him this
sustentation of all things reposes. He is the condition of their primary and
prolonged being. What a vast view of Christ’s dignity! His arm upholds the
universe, and if it were withdrawn, all things would fade into their original
non-existence.
p. 59
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Eadie says:
He feeds the sun with fuel, and vails the moon in beauty. He guides the
planets on their journey, and keeps them from collision and disorder. Those
secret forms of existence which the unaided eye cannot detect are receiving
from Him “their meat in due season.” The rain out of His reservoirs
nourishes “grass for the cattle, and herb for the service of man.” The vitiated
atmosphere discharged from animal lungs becomes in His laboratory the
source of special nutrition to vegetable life, and the foul breathings of forges
and manufactories supply with strength and colour the tall and gorgeous
plants of the torrid zone. Thus that universal balance is preserved, the
derangement of which would throw around the globe the pall of death. Order
is never violated, the tree yields fruit “after his kind,” and according to the
original edict. Evening and morning alternate in sure and swift succession.
The mighty and minute are alike to Him whose supervision embraces the
extinction of a world and the fall of a sparrow.
p. 59

Fergusson says:
7. All things created, whether in heaven or earth, visible or invisible,
as they have their first being from Christ by creation; so they are continued
and preserved in that their being, by his providence: if he should but
withdraw his upholding hand, they would quickly return unto their first
nothing, Psa. cx. 3: for “by him all things consist.”
p. 337

Gaebelein says:

“And He is before all things and by Him all things consist.” Everything

depends upon Him; all things are held together by Him. Without Him all
would cease to be. Four times in these two verses we read of “all things.” All
things created by Him; all things for Him; He is before all things; all things
consist by Him.
p. 54
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Garland says:
(4) The controlling principle of all creation. This first strophe
concludes with a reassertion of Christ’s universal preeminence: “He is before
all things, and in him all things hold together.” Christ has precedence over
all things in terms of time and status and is a kind of divine glue or spiritual
gravity that holds creation together. God did not simply start things off and
then withdrew from his creation; Christ continues to sustain the whole
universe.
p. 89

Gromacki says:
. . . Christ is prior to all creation. Verse 17 places great emphasis upon His
person: “And he [himself, autos] is before all things.” The verb “is” (esti)
indicates His eternal existence, an attribute of deity. Mere preexistence
could have been set forth with the verb “was.” However, the text states that
He is before all things, not that He was before all things. This verb structure
can refer only to God.
p. 65

Gromacki says:
His work of creation finds permanency in His work of preservation which
began during the creation week and continues into the present. He rested on
the seventh day from His creative activity, but He did not cease His direct
control of the universe . . .
p. 65

Gromacki says:
He always is “upholding all things by the word of his power” (Heb. 1:3). It is
“by the word of God” that the world stands, and it is only by that same word
that the universe will one day perish (II Peter 3:5).
p. 66
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Henry says:
(4) He was before all things. He had a being before the world was made, and
therefore from all eternity. He not only had a being before he was born of the
virgin, but he had a being before all time.
p. 1870

Henry says:
The whole creation is kept together by the power of the Son of God, and made
to consist in its proper frame.
p. 1870

Ironside says:
In verse 17 His priority is insisted on in another way. “He is before all
things.” By the term “all things” we understand all that has been created,
whether personal or impersonal. He Himself existed as the eternal Word
before them all. “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God.” Full Deity is ascribed to Him, yet distinct
personality. Moreover, it is He who sustains the universe, for “by Him all
things consist,” or, “hold together.” It is His hand that holds the stars in
their courses, directs and planets in their orbits, and controls the laws of the
universe. How great is His dignity, and yet how low did He stoop for our
salvation!
p. 46

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
Not only are called into being from nothing, but are maintained in their
present state. The Son of God is the Conserver, as well as the Creator of all
things [PEARSON].
p. 1316
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Laurin says:
This means far more than the domination of the universe. It means its
very existence. His is the power that maintains the universe. Through Him
it is “one harmonious whole.” Because of His power it holds together. And
even more significant “the helm of the universe is held by the hands which
were pierced for us.”
p. 57

Lenski says:
Creation and preservation naturally go together. The latter is highly
pertinent here. No created being in the universe is independent of Christ.
All are “through him and for him” so that “he is before them,” and all of them
have their continuous existence only “in connection with him.”
p. 58

Lightfoot says:
He is the principle of cohesion in the universe. He impresses upon creation
that unity and solidarity which makes it a cosmos instead of a chaos. Thus
(to take one instance) the action of gravitation, which keeps in their places
things fixed and regulates the motions of things moving, is an expression of
His mind.
p. 156
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Lovett says:
17.
Thus He existed before anything. In fact, He is not only the
Manufacturer of the entire creation, He is its Sustainer as well.

p. 170

SUSTAINER. See the advance? Not only is Jesus the world’s
Maker, He is presently holding it together. It is one thing to create a
sun, quite another to see that it maintains its daily orbit. Were Jesus
to withdraw His power from the existing world, it would disappear. It
is merely a manifestation of His power. This corresponds to Hebrews
1:3 where scientists should look for the real explanation of atomic
power. Many have speculated as to the force that holds the atom
together, even wondering what it is that makes natural laws hold good
from one day to the next. Paul says a Person does this—Jesus! One
day He will change the world back into power and when He does—
BANG! (2 Peter 3:10).

MacArthur says:
When the universe had its beginning, Christ already existed, thus by
definition He must be eternal . . .
p. 1734

MacArthur says:

consist. Lit. “to hold together.” Christ sustains the universe, maintaining
the power and balance necessary to life’s existence and continuity . . .
p. 1734

McGee says:
6. “By him all things consist.” He holds everything together. He
maintains creation. He directs it. “Consist” is sunistēmi which means to
hold together. He is the super glue of the universe.
p. 340
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Melick says:
The summary includes two statements of significance to the readers. The
first is, “He is before all things.” Clearly this comment has a time
orientation, and it teaches that before creation Jesus existed. Since for the
ancients priority in time often meant priority of person, this argument not
only stresses Jesus’ role in creating but also gives him a prominent position
with respect to creation. The second statement is, “In him all things hold
together.” The work of creation included the continual sustaining of what
was created. Looking to the present, ongoing routine of creation, therefore,
Paul stated that Jesus keeps things in order. The Creator has not forgotten
the creation. He daily maintains a balance in the universe.
p. 220

O’Brien says:
In a twofold statement about the preexistence and cosmic significance of
Christ the teaching of verses 15 and 16 is reiterated . . .
p. 47

O’Brien says:
Not only was the universe created in the Son as the sphere, by him as the
divine agent, and for him as the goal; it was also established permanently “in
him” alone, as the second affirmation, “in him all things are held together,”
asserts. He is the sustainer of the universe and the unifying principle of its
life. Apart from his continuous sustaining activity (note the perfect tense . . .)
all would disintegrate.
p. 47

Patzia says:
1:17 / The phrase he is before all things reaffirms some of the things
that Paul has already said about Christ. But the new thought is that, in him
all things hold together. The Greek word synestēken here connotes
preservation or coherence. Thus the Lord who creates the universe also
sustains it.
p. 31
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Phillips says:
He is before all things. He takes precedence both in reference to rank
and in terms of time. He is before all things. Is, not just was. The force of
that specific use of the present tense comes out in His reply to His critics
(John 8:58). “Before Abraham was, I am,” He said. He did not say, “Before
Abraham was, I was”—although that would have been perfectly true. He
said, “Before Abraham was I am,” claiming to be the great I AM of the Old
Testament (Exod. 3:13-14). The Jews understood what He meant. He was
claiming equality with God, claiming that He, the Jesus of the New
Testament, the Jehovah of the Old Testament, is before all things.
He is before all things. Back we go in thought. Back to Abraham, who
lived four thousand years ago! Back to Noah! Back to Adam! Back to that
awesome moment when the silence of eternity was broken with a rush and a
roar! Back to that moment when the angel hosts shouted their astonished
acclaim. Back, still further back, to a time when not even the rustle of an
angel’s wing disturbed the hush of the everlasting hills. And there He is!
“Before all things,” dwelling with the Father and the Spirit as their eternal
coequal—God the Son!
“And by him all things consist [cohere],” says Paul. By Him everything
holds together.
pp. 60-61

Phillips says:
What makes everything “cohere”? We may not yet know what it is that
makes everything hold together, but we know who it is! Jesus!
And not only the atom! He holds together all of the galaxies of space.
The forces of motion, magnetism, gravity, and electricity—all of the
thundering machinery of the universe—all of it is held in balance by Him.
Countless stars and their satellites travel at inconceivable velocities on
prodigious orbits, bodies of enormous size and mass fueled by fires burning at
fantastic temperatures are rushing through intangible space—all controlled
by Him. They travel, too, with such mathematical precision that we can
predict the occasion of an eclipse or the visit of a comet years in advance.
Such is His control of the universe.
p. 61
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Phillips says:
He controls the universe just as He did when He lived on earth. The
forces of nature owned His presence and His power. Water blushed into wine
when He looked at it. Loaves and fishes multiplied in His hands. Raging
seas hushed to rest at His command. Howling winds hushed to sleep. At His
will, rolling waves became a pavement beneath His feet. An unbroken colt
submitted instantly to His touch. Fishes hurled themselves into Peter’s net
at the sound of His voice. A glance from Him and instantly the cock crew.
After His resurrection, He walked calmly through barred and bolted doors
and just as easily vanished from view.
He created the universe. He claims the universe. He controls the
universe. All of the entities of space, matter, and time are in His hands.
Thrones and dominions, principalities and powers, all of the forces of nature,
all the factors in the total equation of eternity and time are His to command.
p. 62

Pickell says:
Paul now takes the matter one step further. Christ is the image of the
Creator and the agent of creation, but He is also the means of cohesion, “. . .
By him all things consist.” The verb is in the perfect tense, suggesting
continuity. We not only draw our life from Him, He sustains it. “In him we
live and move, and have our being” (Acts 17:38). The unity and order of the
universe, the laws of nature, are no accident, but an expression of the mind of
God, and it is in Christ, the image of God and agent of creation, that they
cohere. The many spiritual powers addressed by the Colossian heretics
would only author confusion and conflict, but God is a God of order and the
Lord Jesus Christ is the unifying factor in Whom all else holds together.
p. 35

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
before all things: Both in time and in supremacy. Because of Christ’s
supreme authority and oversight, all things consist (hold together).
p. 1562
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Simpson & Bruce say:
The teaching of vv. 15 and 16 is now summed up in a twofold reaffirmation of
the pre-existence and cosmic significance of Christ: “He is before all things,
and in him all things hold together” (RSV). “In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth”, says Genesis, but in that beginning, says John,
which was the beginning of all created beings, the Divine Logos already
existed (John 1:1). No matter how far back we may press in our imagination,
we can never reach a point of which we may say, with Arius: “There was once
when He was not.” For He is “before all things”—and the words not only
declare His temporal priority to the universe, but also suggest His primacy
over it (as indeed the title “firstborn” has already implied).
As for the statement that all things hold together or cohere in Him,
this adds something to what has been said before about His agency in
creation. He maintains in being what He has brought into being.
p. 200

Sturz says:
Verse 17. When the Apostle says and he is before all things he is
referring not to place, but to time, dignity, honor, power. Nothing existed
prior to Him and nothing exists that is in any sense equal to Him.
p. 44

Wuest says:
He says; “He is the principle of cohesion in the universe. He impresses upon
creation that unity and solidarity which makes it a cosmos (an ordered
system) instead of a chaos (an unformed mass). Thus (to take one instance)
the action of gravitation, which keeps in their places things fixed and
regulates the motions of things moving, is an expression of His mind.”
p. 185
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(The Best of A. W. Tozer: Book 2 compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe) Camp
Hill, PA: Wing Spread Publishers. Copyright– Zur Ltd., 1980, 2000.
Why doesn’t the sky fall down? Why is it that stars and planets do not
go tearing apart and ripping off into chaos?
Because there is a Presence that makes all things consist––and it is
the Presence of that One who upholdeth all things by the word of His power.
This is basically a spiritual explanation, for this universe can only be
explained by spiritual and eternal laws. This is why the scientists can never
manage to get through to the root of all things and never will, for they deal
only with the things that they can see and touch and taste and mix in the
experimental test tubes.
The scientist does not know how to deal with this mysterious Presence
and Force that holds all things together. He can mix elements and chemicals
and note the reactions that take place and then write an article and say, “I
did not see God in the formula.” But the scientist is only able to come up
with dependable and consistent formulas because of God’s faithfulness and
power in holding all things together.
p. 238

(10 Lies About God: And The Truths That Shatter Deception by Erwin W.
Lutzer) Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications. Copyright– Erwin W.
Lutzer, 2009.
Can we trust a God who controls nature? Yes, for unless He does, we
would be subject to the whims of impersonal fate. I find no consolation in
accepting the premise that God is not the ultimate cause of natural disasters.
If the devil creates tornadoes and hurricanes without God’s approval, I could
die in a disaster before my appointed time. Perhaps God still has work for
me to do, but a stray bolt of lightning over which God has chosen to have no
control might strike me as I walk along the sidewalk. But if the weather is
His to route, then I rest with the confidence that my life is ordered according
to His will and plan. If nature is out of God’s hands, then my life is also out

of His hands.
pp. 116-17
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(Voices From the Past: Puritan Devotional Readings edited by Richard
Rushing. Carlisle, PA: The Banner of Truth Trust. Copyright – Richard
Rushing, 2009.
To him who is able to do far more abundantly
than all that we ask or think.

Ephesians 3:20

God’s almighty arm is stable ground upon which saints may securely
build their trust. His omnipotent hand spans the heavens (Isa. 40:12). He is
strong and mighty (Psa. 24:8) and created the world with a word (Psa. 33:9).
He is El-Shaddai, Almighty God (Gen. 17:1). His vast power far exceeds our
needs, prayers, thoughts, and all that we could ever need, beg, or imagine.
We can ask great things and can imagine even greater. God’s power far
exceeds all. If we open our mouth ever so wide he can more than fill it (Psa.
86:10).
THOMAS LYE, Puritan Sermons 1659-1689, I:376-378
p. 182
Let’s conclude our meditation upon verse 17 and what has preceded it with:
Romans 8:35-39 (NLT)
Can anything ever separate us from Christ’s love? Does it mean he no
longer loves us if we have trouble or calamity, or are persecuted, or
hungry, or destitute, or in danger, or threatened with death? (As the
Scriptures say, “For your sake we are killed every day; we are being
slaughtered like sheep.”) No, despite all these things, overwhelming
victory is ours through Christ, who loved us. And I am convinced that
nothing can ever separate us from God’s love. Neither death nor life,
neither angels nor demons, neither our fears for today nor our worries
about tomorrow—not even the powers of hell can separate us from
God’s love. No power in the sky above or in the earth below—indeed,
nothing in all creation will ever be able to separate us from the love of
God that is revealed in Christ Jesus our Lord
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v.18 And He Himself is the head of His body, the church. He is the
beginning (creator, originator), the first-born out from the dead, in
order that He Himself might come to have first place in all things.

The NET Bible translates verse 18:
He is the head of the body, the church, as well as the beginning, the
firstborn from among the dead, so that he himself may become first in
all things.

Peterson paraphrases verse 18:
And when it comes to the church, he organizes and holds it together,
like a head does a body. He was supreme in the beginning and—
leading the resurrection parade—he is supreme in the end. From
beginning to end he’s there, towering far above everything, everyone.
This is our KEY VERSE in:
STAGE #3: CHRIST IN FIRST PLACE
The KEY PHRASE in verse 18 is the PURPOSE PHRASE at the end of the
verse:
“IN ORDER THAT HE HIMELF MIGHT COME TO HAVE FIRST
PLACE IN ALL THINGS.”
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The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Fourth, Christ is the Head of the body, the church. Besides being the Lord of
the universe He is also the church’s Head . . . The reference here is to the
invisible or universal church into which all believers are baptized by the Holy
Spirit the moment they believe in Christ . . . This work of the Spirit began on
the day of Pentecost . . . It is a special body in which there is “neither Jew nor
Gentile” . . . but a whole new creation of God . . . The church is a “mystery . . .
which was not made known to men in other generations”
Fifth, Christ is the Beginning . . . and the Firstborn from among the
dead . . . Christ was the first to rise in an immortal body . . . and as such He
heads a whole new order as its Sovereign . . . Also Christ’s resurrection
marked His triumph over death . . . He was the “Firstfruits” of those who die
. . . since, unlike others, He rose never to die again. He “was declared with
power to be the Son of God by His resurrection from the dead” . . . So He
continues to live “on the basis of the power of an indestructible life” . . . All
this is so that in everything He might have the supremacy. Christ is given
first place over all Creation. He is preeminent. The same eternal Logos . . .
who “became flesh” . . . and “humbled Himself” . . . is now “exalted” by God
the Father “to the highest place” and has been given “the name that is above
every name” (Phil. 2:9).
I have chosen verse 18 as the KEY VERSE for:
STAGE #3: CHRIST IN FIRST PLACE
Nowhere in Scripture will we find a more exalted picture of the person and
work of Christ than right here.
He has that supreme position of headship in relation to His CHURCH and
also in relationship to His CREATION. I am making the assumption that if
He is head of His CHURCH and head of His CREATION that He also ought
to be head in the CHRISTIAN himself.
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First we will note that “HE . . . IS THE HEAD OF HIS BODY, THE
CHURCH.”
Ephesians 1:22 (TLB)
And God has put all things under his feet and made him the supreme
Head of the church—
Ephesians 4:15-16 (TLB)
Instead, we will lovingly follow the truth at all times—speaking truly,
dealing truly, living truly—and so become more and more in every way
like Christ who is the Head of his body, the church. Under his
direction the whole body is fitted together perfectly, and each part in
its own special way helps the other parts, so that the whole body is
healthy and growing and full of love.
1.

In His creation, He HOLDS THINGS TOGETHER.
In His church, He is its “HEAD.”

Because of these functions, we are kept from CHAOTIC CONFUSION.
“THE HEAD” is the most important part of the body, as it determines our
words and deeds and makes for harmony in our bodily functions—so Christ
“IS THE HEAD” of his church.
2.

“HE IS THE BEGINNING (CREATOR, ORIGINATOR)” of the church.

He is “CREATOR, ORIGINATOR” of the creation and now of His church.
The WORLD is the CREATION OF CHRIST.
The CHURCH is the NEW CREATION OF CHRIST.
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3.

“HE IS . . . THE FIRST-BORN OUT FROM THE DEAD.”

Jesus Christ is not a dead hero or a past founder, but a LIVING PRESENCE.
This is the main distinctive that sets Christianity off from the other religions
of the world.
Romans 1:4 (unknown version)
And by rising from the dead, he proved himself to be the mighty son of
God with the holy nature of God himself.
1 Corinthians 15:20 (TLB)
But the fact is that Christ did actually rise from the dead, and has
become the first of millions who will come back to life again some day.
JESUS CHRIST’S RESURRECTION IS A GUARANTEE OF OUR OWN
RESURRECTION!
Jesus Christ is first, but we who are identified with Him will one day follow
our “HEAD” and our bodies will be raised from the grave.
There are THREE THINGS that are said about his relationship to the church
here in verse 18. He is its:
1.

“HEAD,”

2.

ORIGINATING SOURCE, and

3.

GUARANTEE OF ETERNAL LIFE by His resurrection from the
dead.
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The PURPOSE for these previous statements about His relationship to His
creation and to His church is seen in the last phrase in this verse:
“IN ORDER THAT HE HIMSELF MIGHT COME TO HAVE FIRST
PLACE IN ALL THINGS.”
Does it not seem reasonable that if God the Father had designed things so
that Christ is to have “FIRST PLACE” in His CREATION and in His
CHURCH, that He also would want to have “FIRST PLACE” in the heart of
every CHRISTIAN.
The Christian is His creation. The Christian is a part of the church,
“HIS BODY.”
2 Corinthians 5:17 (KJV)
Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are
passed away; behold, all things are become new
The QUESTION comes to us in a very practical fashion.
Have we come to that moment of the breaking of our wills and the
putting aside as secondary everything to our primary concern and
that’s our relationship to Jesus Christ and His leadership in our lives?
When first we come to this realization that CHRIST WANTS TO BECOME
LORD, there is a deep sense of relief as we turn things over to Him.
I do believe in the Christian life, though. There is a progressive outworking
of the Lordship of Christ. On the basis of the initial decision we begin
progressively to give over areas of our lives as He makes us aware of our need
to give Him those things which really by right belong to Him anyway.
EVERYTHING MUST TAKE SECOND PLACE TO HIM.
HE IS THE CAPTAIN OF OUR SALVATION.
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Charles Wesley in his hymn “Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” expresses this when
he says:
Thou O Christ art all I want,
more than all in thee I find.

It is the Apostle Paul saying in:
Philippians 3:8 (TLB)
Yes, everything else is worthless when compared with the priceless
gain of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. I have put aside all else,
counting it worth less than nothing, in order that I can have Christ,
“FIRST PLACE” is His by virtue of the resurrection.
He left a grave to ascend to a throne. Exchanged the side of a dying thief for
the right hand of the Father. He dropped a reed to assume a scepter over
heaven and earth. He put off a wreath of thorns to put on a sovereign crown.

Jim Elliot, one of the martyrs in Equador, in trying to contact the Auca
Indians, wrote in his diary:
O Jesus, Master and Center and End of All, how long before that glory is
Thine which has so long waited Thee.”
(source unknown)
What is your answer when the QUESTION is asked:
WHAT OR WHO HAS FIRST PLACE IN YOUR HEART?
He must “HAVE FIRST PLACE IN ALL THINGS”—EVERYTHING.
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Matthew 6:33 (NASB)
“But seek first His kingdom and His righteousness; and all these
things shall be added to you.
The BIG QUESTION that now comes before us is:
WHAT OR WHO HAS TOP PRIORITY IN YOUR LIFE?

Abbott says:
18-20 Transition to Christ’s relation to the Church. . . . Here also He

is first, the firstborn from the dead, and the Head of the Church, all the
fulness of God dwelling in Him. So that even the angelic powers are included
in the work of reconciliation which has been wrought through Him.
p. 217

Barclay says:
As G. K. Chesterton said, “Whatever else is true of man, it is certainly true
that man is not what he was meant to be.” Life was never meant to be the
dreary, weary, frustrated thing it is. Life was meant to be Christ. The world
exists for Christ; men were created to be his and to be like him.
p. 67

Barclay says:
He is the firstborn from among the dead. Here Paul comes back to the event
which was at the centre of all the thinking and all the belief and all the
experience of the early Church—the event of the Resurrection. This Christ is
not someone who lived and died and of whom we read and learn. He is
someone who, because of the Resurrection, is alive for evermore, and whom
we meet and experience. Christ is not a dead hero, not a past founder, but a
living presence.
p. 146
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Barclay says:
(iv) The result of all this is that He has the supremacy in all things.
The Resurrection of Jesus Christ is His title to supreme lordship. By His
resurrection He has shown that He has conquered every enemy and every
opposing power, and that there is nothing in life and in death which can bind
or hold Him. The final triumph of His Resurrection has given Him the right
to be Lord of all.
So there are four great facts about Jesus Christ in His relationship to
the Church, which now we can put in order. He is the living Lord; He is the
source and origin of the Church; He is the constant director of the Church;
and He is the Lord of all, by virtue of His victory over death.
p. 146

Bruce says:
It is the risen Christ who is head of the body which is the church. In
resurrection as well as in creation he receives the titles “the beginning” and
“the firstborn.” His resurrection marked his triumph over all the forces that
held men and women in bondage. That first Easter morning saw the dawn of
a new hope for humanity. Now Christ is “the firstborn among many
brethren”; he is the “firstfruits of those who have fallen asleep”; his own
resurrection is the harbinger of the great resurrection-harvest of his people.
But the coming resurrection is anticipated here and now by those who know
him as the resurrection and the life and enjoy eternal life through their
participation in him. He who has been “designated Son of God in power . . .
by his resurrection from the dead” . . .
p. 71

Carson says:
The purpose of God is that the Son who is eternally supreme may, in
the realm of time and in the sphere of revelation, become pre-eminent. This
pre-eminence is to be as wide in scope as it is possible to be. He is to be
supreme in all respects, and at every point. Lord of creation and Lord of His
Church, He must be Lord in the lives of His own, with a sovereignty which
brooks no rival.
p. 44
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Fergusson says:
He describeth Christ, thirdly, with relation to his church, showing first
he is her head. Secondly, the beginning, root, and fountain cause of the
church, and of all the spiritual graces thereof. Thirdly, the first who rose
from the dead, never to taste again of death, the only one that ever rose by
his own power, and who shall raise again all his members, whereby his glory
is made famous in all things, death itself not being excepted.
p. 338

Garland says:
THE FIRST STROPHE lauds Christ as the sphere of creation, the mediator of
creation, the preserver and controller of creation, and creation’s aim. But
Paul does not exult in some heavenly abstraction. The poem’s second strophe
brings the cosmic Christ down to earth, where blood flows from a body strung
up on a cross. Christians know the supreme Creator and Sustainer of all
things as the crucified and resurrected Lord. Paul anchors Christ’s cosmic
supremacy in salvation history and in his Lordship over the church.
p. 90

Gromacki says:
The focus on Christ’s preeminence now changes from the old natural creation
to the new spiritual creation. The creator now becomes the redeemer.
Personal salvation was mentioned earlier (1:14), but that emphasis was upon
what man obtained. In verse 18, the stress is upon what Christ gained
through His death and resurrection.
p. 66
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Gromacki says:
As God, before and after creation, Christ possessed an innate
sovereignty. By His incarnation, death, resurrection, and ascension, He
obtained a new type of preeminence. He had the former as God, but He
gained the latter as the God-man.
The verb “might have” (genētai) literally means “might become.” It
was used of things coming to exist out of nothing and of the incarnation (John
1:3, 14). Thus, Christ became after His resurrection what He was not before
His incarnation.
p. 69

Gromacki says:
This is the only place in the New Testament where the word
“preeminence” (prōteuōn) occurs. The Greek word is found in a compound
form (philoprōteuōn) of an arrogant church leader, Diotrephes, “who loveth to
have the preeminence among them” (III John 9).
The word is actually a participle meaning “to have first place.”
Coupled with the main verb, it denotes a permanent position of priority and
authority. As the Creator-Redeemer who has both a divine nature and a
human nature united within His single person, Christ has become
preeminent over the realms of men and angels, both good and evil,
throughout eternity (Phil. 2:9-11).
p. 69

Hendriksen says:
Here, at verse 18, begins the paragraph describing his equal sovereignty in
the realm of Redemption.
p. 76
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Hendriksen says:
All this is true in order that in all things he might have the pre-eminence. It
stands to reason that One who is Firstborn, Point of Reference, Agent, Goal,
Forerunner, and Sustainer—Governor (verses 15-17) in the sphere of
Creation; and Head of the Body, Beginning, and Firstborn from the dead in
the realm of Redemption (verse 18), has the right to the title, “the One who
has the pre-eminence—the divine sovereignty—in all things, that is, among
all creatures.”
p. 78

Hughes says:
“And he is the head of the body, the church.” Christ is sovereign over the
Church, just as he is sovereign over creation.
p. 33

Hughes says:
There is no room for a “Parliament of Religions” here—only Christ
preeminent. He must have first-place in everything.
• First-place in our families.
• First-place in our marriages.
• First-place in our professions.
• First-place in our mission and ministry.
• First-place in matters of the intellect.
• First-place in time.
• First-place in love.
• First-place in conversation.
• First-place in pleasures.
• First in eating.
• First in play.
• First in athletics.
• First in what we watch.
• First-place in art.
• First-place in music.
• First-place in worship.
Let us give him first-place!
p. 34
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Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:

Greek, “He HIMSELF may (thus) become the One holding the first place,” . . .
p. 1317

King says:
We do not wonder that in this portion, as through every part of the Letter,
Paul’s chief emphasis is CHRIST—and that the sum and stress of it all is that
of Galatians ii. 20, “CHRIST liveth in me”.

p. 47

“Oh, the gracious revelation!
See the cleansing current flow,
Washing stains of condemnation
Whiter than the driven snow:
Full salvation!
Oh, the rapturous bliss to know.”

Lenski says:
We regard v. 15-17 as a unit: Christ in relation to all things, “all things” not
only being repeated four times but even inventoried at length. So v. 18-20
are an additional unit: this Christ of v. 15-17 in his relation to the church.
p. 59

Lightfoot says:
‘And not only does He hold this position of absolute priority and sovereignty
over the Universe—the natural creation. He stands also in the same relation
to the Church—the new spiritual creation. He is its head, and it is His body.
This is His prerogative, because He is the source and the beginning of its life,
being the First-born from the dead. Thus in all things—in the spiritual order
as in the natural—in the Church as in the World—He is found to have the
pre-eminence.’
p. 156
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Lightfoot says:
. . . ‘the head,’ the inspiring, ruling, guiding, combining, sustaining power, the
mainspring of its activity, the centre of its unity, and the seat of its life.
p. 157

Lightfoot says:
As He is first with respect to the Universe, so it was ordained that He should
become first with respect to the Church as well.
p. 158

Lovett says:
18.
He is also the Head of the church, a body of people once spiritually
dead but given life by Him. Consequently, even the church has its origin in
Him so that He is the beginning of everything. Beyond that He is the first to
pass through the death experience and master it, making Himself the
supreme Lord of every realm.
pp. 170-71

Moule says:
“That in all things He might have the pre-eminence.” “And He must
have it; and He will have it; and He shall have it!” The words were uttered
by the Rev. C. Simeon, in his pulpit at Cambridge, in his old age, about the
year 1835. The scene was reported to me from memory in 1868 by the late
Dean Howson, of Chester; he was in the church, and heard the impassioned
words, and saw the form of the aged preacher actually rise in height as the
soul erected the body to bear witness to the Redeemer’s glory. The effect was
strong and thrilling. But the words and action were after all only the just
utterance of a faithful servant consenting from his heart to the fact of his
Lord’s glory, and of his Father’s purpose for the Son of His love.
p. 84
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O’Brien says:
Because Christ is the “beginning” and the “firstborn” in resurrection as well
as in creation he has therefore become (note the aorist . . .) preeminent in all
things. This was the divine intention as the purpose clause . . . makes plain.
The words “be the first” . . .
p. 51

Patzia says:
From cosmic sovereignty, Paul turns to discuss Christ’s preeminence in the
church by using the head-body imagery. He has convincingly established
Christ’s lordship over the world; now he establishes Christ’s lordship in the
church.
p. 31

Phillips says:
“He is the head of the body, the church,” Paul says. The word He is
emphatic. We can put it thus: “He [with special emphasis] is [an undying
fact] the Head [the inspiring, controlling, deciding, and sustaining power] of
the body [linked to Him, the Head, in organic unity], the church [the
instrument through which He asserts his headship on earth and in the
heavenlies].”
He is the head. No sovereign pontiff, no patriarch, no priest, no pastor,
is the Head of the church. Christ is the Head.
p. 63

Phillips says:
That He might hold the primacy; that is, the Lord Jesus stands
unrivaled. The word all is neuter, indicating “the most inclusive inclusion.”
He holds first place, the highest rank. The word occurs only here in the New
Testament.
p. 67
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Pickell says:
Paul is not suggesting that there is a choice for men. Christ is preeminent. The call is for men to recognize the fact and act accordingly.
p. 36

Radmacher, Allen & House say:
1:18 Following the celebration of Christ’s authority over all creation,
this early Christian hymn proceeds to proclaim His authority over the
church. He is the head of His own body, which is the church. No one should
underestimate the significance of the church, for it is in fact Christ’s body.
The sovereign Creator of the universe, as head of the church, provides
leadership and oversight over it. No wonder He is so jealous of it (1 Cor. 3:16,
17). firstborn from the dead: Christ was the first to be raised from the dead.
His own resurrection guarantees that the church will one day be resurrected .
..
pp.1562-3

Robertson says:
Christ is supreme in the spiritual realm as in the material universe.
“And he is the head of the body, the church.”
p. 49

Robertson says:
The purpose of God in this program for the Son is clear, “that he
himself may become in all things pre-eminent.” Every word here counts for
its full force. Christ is supreme in the realm of spirit, where the conflict is
now going on. In the end he will gain glory from all in spite of hostility and
opposition (Phil. 2:10 f.). “Christ is supreme in the Universe in virtue of
being the Son, the Image of the invisible God, but He becomes the Head of
the Church in virtue of His Incarnation, Passion and Resurrection. The
supremacy is as absolute in the one case as in the other, but it is based on
different foundations” (Jones).
p. 51
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Robertson says:
Purpose clause with hina and the second aorist middle subjective of ginomai,
“that he himself in all things (material and spiritual) may come to . . . hold
the first place” . . .
p. 480

Simpson & Bruce say:
This Christ, he affirms, “is the head of the body, the church.” Christ and His
people, that is to say, are viewed together as a living unit; Christ is the head,
exercising control and direction; believers are His body, individually His
limbs and organs, under His control, obeying His direction, performing His
work. And the life which animates the whole is Christ’s risen life, which He
shares with His people.
p. 201

Sturz says:
Verse 18. In verses 15 to 17 Paul has shown that Jesus Christ stands
far above any creature or being that may exist. Now in verse 18 he shows the
relationship He holds to the Church. And he is the head of the body, the
church. Just as the body physically is subject to the head, so the Church is to
obey in everything the commands it receives from Jesus Christ . . .
p. 45
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Trentham says:
Finally, Paul contends that the same power that holds this universe
together holds the church together. “He is the head of the body, the church”
(Col. 1:18). This means that the church is no isolated, wayside shrine. It
belongs at the center of a Christian culture. It is a part of the plan of all
creation. Creation finds its meaning and mission in the message which
Christ has committed to his church, for creation was made for redemption.
The church is the living body of Christ which goes on doing the work of
Christ, bearing the griefs, carrying the sorrows of humanity, and leading men
to God. This metaphor of the body is very similar to that of the vine. “I am
the true vine . . . As the branch cannot bear fruit by itself, unless it abides in
the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in me” (John 15:1-4, RSV).
p. 74

Wuest says:

And He Himself is the Head of His body, the Church, who is the originator,
firstborn out from among the dead, in order that He might become in all
things Himself the One who is preeminent.
p. 186

(The Passion of Christ and the Purpose of Life by Adrian Rogers) Wheaton,
IL: Crossway Books. Copyright – Adrian Rogers, 2005.
If all Jesus did was pay my sin-debt and put my sin in the grave, I am
still left with me—I am not changed. So Jesus rose again to save me from the
domination as well as the debt and defilement of sin. Romans 6:4 says, “As
Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we
also should walk in newness of life.” It is Christ’s resurrection power that
gives you and me the power to overcome the enslaving power of sin.
p. 54
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(Next Door Savior by Max Lucado) Nashville, TN: W Publishing Group /
Thomas Nelson. Copyright – Max Lucado, 2003.
Take a look at the vacated tomb. Did you know the opponents of
Christ never challenged its vacancy? No Pharisee or Roman soldier ever led
a contingent back to the burial site and declared, “The angel was wrong. The
body is here. It was all a rumor.”
They would have if they could have. Within weeks disciples occupied
every Jerusalem street corner, announcing a risen Christ. What quicker way
for the enemies of the church to shut them up than to produce a cold and
lifeless body? Display the cadaver, and Christianity is stillborn. But they
had no cadaver to display.
p. 154

(Closer Walk: 365 Daily Devotionals that Nurture a Heart for God by Bruce
H. Wilkinson) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright – Walk Thru
the Bible Ministries, 1992.
Walk with Matthew Henry
“In two things we must conform to the resurrection of Christ: First, He
rose to die no more. We read of others who were raised from the dead, but
they rose to die again. Christ rose to die no more. Therefore He left His
graveclothes behind. In contrast Lazarus brought them out with him, for he
would have occasion to use them again.
p. 178

(Faith & Doubt by John Ortberg) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright–
John Ortberg, 2008.
The list of evidence against that tomb being the place where Jesus’
bones are has gotten so long that the latest rumor is that skeptics are
claiming this is the “true tomb of Jesus” because they found a bracelet in it
that said, “What would I do?” (I don’t think that rumor is true.)
p. 95
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An Odd and Challenging Resurrection
The evidence for Jesus’ resurrection is so strong that nobody would question
it except for two things: First, it is a very unusual event. And second, if you
believe it happened, you have to change the way you live.
—Wolfhart Pannenberg, German theologian (1928—)
Wolfhart Pannenberg, in a conversation with Prism magazine

© 2011 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International
(PreachingToday.com)

Relying on a Resurrecting God
We are not to be surprised if living as Christians brings us to the place where
we find we are at the end of our own resources, and that we are called to rely
on the God who raises the dead.
—N. T. Wright, writer, theologian, and Bishop of Durham in the Church of
England (1948–)
N. T. Wright, Following Jesus (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1997)

© 2011 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International
(PreachingToday.com)
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FROM SERVANT TO SAVIOR
Some Bible scholars believe that Philippians 2:6-11 may have been
part of an early Christian hymn. Believers praised the Son of God because
He “made Himself of no reputation” (v.7) and chose to put aside His own
rights and privileges to become a man. Not just any man, but a lowly
servant. As a man, Jesus gave Himself to be murdered as a criminal on a
Roman execution rack. How high He was, and how low He came!
Yet look at what the early Christians sang about. They praised Jesus
Christ, who will one day be acknowledged by everyone as Lord and King, and
will reign in glorious triumph (v.11).
A Christmas card a few years ago captured the truth of this hymn and
the irony of what Jesus did. On the front of the card was a montage of many
kings and dictators who have appeared throughout history: Alexander the
Great, Julius Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf Hitler, Vladimir Lenin.
The caption on the front of the card said: “History is crowded with men who
would be gods.” Then on the inside were the words: “But only one God who
would be man.”
We still sing about and worship that God who became a servant to
become our Savior. His example inspires us to follow in His steps, die to self,
and serve the needs of others. —HWR

He humbled Himself, our great God and King,
He humbled Himself, of Jesus we sing;
He humbled Himself, a servant was He—
He died on the cross for you and for me.—Fitzhugh
IN CHRIST, GOD VEILED HIS DEITY
TO SERVE AND TO SAVE HUMANITY.
(From Our Daily Bread, Sunday, June 9, 2002)
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(Majestic Destiny: Kingdom Hope is Rising by Curtis H. Tucker) Redmond,
OR: Last Chapter Publishing. Copyright– Curtis H. Tucker, 2011.
Randy Alcorn picks up on this very theme:
God is the sovereign ruler of the universe, yet he chooses not to
rule the universe alone . . . God made human beings in his image, as
creators and rulers, to carry out his divine will. He does not
grudgingly pass on to us management responsibilities. On the
contrary, he delights to entrust Earth’s rule to us.6
God created man so that man would be the intermediary of His
kingdom work on earth, a wonderful picture of true sovereignty. To this end
the Father was delighted to pronounce that blessing of purpose upon man.
Rule!
6 Randy Alcorn, Heaven (Carol Stream, IL: 2004), 203-4.

p. 68

(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of C.
H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
On earth he exercises towards her all the affectionate offices of Husband. He
makes rich provision for her wants, pays all her debts, allows her to assume
His name, and to share in all His wealth. ME408
p. 71
He calls the church, “My sister, My spouse.” As if He could not express His
near and dear relationship to her by any one term, He employs the two. “My
sister”—that is, one in love, joined by the sacred ties of affection that never
can be snapped. “My sister” by birth, “My spouse” by choice. “My sister” in
communion, “My spouse” in absolute union with myself. I want you who love
the Saviour to get a full hold of this thought of near and dear kinship under
this head. Oh, how near akin Christ is to all His people! TN121
p. 71
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of C.
H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
The vessel of the church can never be wrecked; she rocks and reels in the
mad tempest; but she is sound from stem to stern, and her Pilot steers her
with a hand omnipotently wise. Her bow is in the wave, but she divides the
sea, and shakes off the mountainous billows as a lion shakes the dew from off
his mane! Fiercer storms than those of the present have beat upon her, and
yet she has kept her head to the wind, and in the very teeth of hell’s
tremendous tempests she has ploughed her glorious way: and so she will till
she reaches her appointed haven. BA283
p. 75
By the term, the Church, I mean the whole body of believers throughout the
world, and in heaven, too, for they together for the one “general assembly and
the Church of the firstborn, which are written in heaven.” 2783.284
p. 79

(A Place of Healing: Wrestling with the Mysteries of Suffering, Pain, and
God’s Sovereignty by Joni Eareckson Tada) Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook. Copyright– Joni Eareckson Tada, 2010.
We can’t afford to be complacent about God’s glory. The fact is that
putting your Christian life on autopilot is the same thing as “walking in the
flesh.” When we become unaware, when we take something so precious for
granted, our prayers become tedious, witnessing becomes dry, jobs become
lackluster, and relationships sag under the weight of selfishness. What’s
worse, our communion with our Savior and best friend turns into a chore.
The Lord Himself seems to lose vitality in our estimation; He becomes little
more than a wooden icon in our hearts, a mere measuring rod for our
behavior—someone who purchased our salvation once upon a time, someone
in whom we believe in a general distracted sort of way.
In short, we no longer give Him glory.
How does that happen? It happens when we neglect to inhale His life
and breath through our waking HOURS. It happens when we take our
Savior for granted. Oh, how could we take so great a salvation for granted?
pp. 116-17
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I find myself singing and worshipping before the Lord with that great old
hymn:
Is Your All on the Altar?
Elisha A. Hoffman
You have longed for sweet peace, and for faith to increase,
And have earnestly, fervently prayed;
But you cannot have rest or be perfectly blest
Until all on the altar is laid.
Would you walk with the Lord in the light of His Word,
And have peace and contentment alway?
You must do His sweet will to be free from all ill,
On the altar your all you must lay.
Oh, we never can know what the Lord will bestow
Of the blessings for which we have prayed,
Till our body and soul He doth fully control,
And our all on the altar is laid.
Who can tell all the love He will send from above,
And how happy our hearts will be made,
Of the fellowship sweet we shall share at His feet
When our all on the altar is laid?

Refrain

Is your all on the altar of sacrifice laid?
Your heart, does the Spirit control?
You can only be blest and have peace and sweet rest,
As you yield Him your body and soul.
(“Is Your All on the Altar?” by Elisha A. Hoffman. #179, The New Church
Hymnal) Newbury Park, CA: Lexicon Music, Inc. Copyright – Lexicon
Music, Inc., 1976)
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We need to heed the words of OSWALD CHAMBERS.

(My Utmost For His Highest by Oswald Chambers) Grand Rapids, MI:
Discovery House. Copyright– Oswald Chambers Publications
Association, 1992.
Do it quickly— bring yourself to judgment now. In moral and spiritual
matters, you must act immediately. If you don’t, the inevitable, relentless
process will begin to work. God is determined to have His child as pure,
clean, and white as driven snow, and as long as there is disobedience in any
point of His teaching, He will allow His Spirit to use whatever process it may
take to bring us to obedience. The fact that we insist on proving that we are
right is almost always a clear indication that we have some point of
disobedience. No wonder the Spirit of God so strongly urges us to stay
steadfastly in the light!
(June 30)
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v.19 Because in Him all the fullness willed (was pleased) to dwell.

The NET Bible translates verse 19:
For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in the Son

Peterson paraphrases verse 19:
So spacious is he, so roomy, that everything of God finds its proper
place in him without crowding.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
The sixth description of the exalted Christ is that all God’s fullness dwell[s]
in Him. Later Paul wrote, “In Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in
bodily form” (2:9). Colossians 1:19 is one of the most powerful descriptions of
Christ’s deity in the New Testament (cf. Heb. 1:8). “Fullness” (plērōma), a
key word in Colossians, is used in 1:19 and 2:9. (The verb plēroō is used in
1:9, 25; 2:10; and 4:17.) The noun means “completeness” and is used of a
wide range of things including God’s being (Eph. 3:19), time (Gal. 4:4), and
grace in Christ (John 1:16). This full and complete Deity is said to “dwell”
(katoikēsai, “abide lastingly or permanently”) in Christ.
Here the Apostle Paul makes it quite clear that JESUS CHRIST IS GOD. He
is commenting at this point on the first phrase in verse 15:
“[He] is the image of . . . God.”
Paul says much the same thing in:
Colossians 2:9 (DAV)
Because in Him there is dwelling all the fullness of the divine nature
bodily.
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Paul gathers up all the divine attributes and says they are AT HOME IN
CHRIST.
The fullness of God has its residence or home in the Son of God.
You don’t have to look for Him anywhere else! Brother, you’ve got it all in
Jesus!
This verse actually explains why the previous statements are true. He is the:
CREATOR OF THE WORLD and
HEAD OF THE CHURCH.
“BECAUSE IN HIM ALL THE FULLNESS [OF THE GOD-HEAD] WILLED
TO DWELL.”
It is the Father’s desire that we experience the fullness of God in our lives as
well.
Ephesians 3:19 (NASB)
and to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, that you
may be filled up to all the fulness of God.
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Anders says:
Jesus has supremacy over all things because all of God’s fullness resides in
Jesus: He is the full embodiment of God’s attributes and saving grace.
Through Jesus, God is able to reconcile to himself all things. Reconciliation
is the removal of hostility and the restoring of friendly relations to parties
who have been at war. Paul also calls reconciliation making peace through
his blood, shed on the cross. What God has done is to move toward us to
restore harmony, patch things up, cease hostilities, bury the hatchet, smoke
the peace pipe, and heal the breach.
p. 284

Barclay says:
4. There is, finally, in the passages that we are studying the

relationship of Jesus to all other self-styled and alleged revelations of God.

“In him all the fulness of God was pleased to dwell.” (Col. 1:19.) In him “are
hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Ch. 2:3). “In him the whole
fulness of deity dwells bodily.” (Ch. 2:9.)
pp. 68-69

Barclay says:
a. Paul lays it down that Jesus needs no supplement. In him are all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
p. 69
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Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
The little word for explains why Christ will have first place in everything.
God wanted his fullness (meaning “completeness” or “totality”) to dwell
(meaning “live permanently”) in Christ. This verse has been translated
various ways: (1) that Christ was pleased to have God’s fullness dwell in him;
(2) that the fullness was pleased to dwell in Christ; and (3) as here, that God
was pleased to have the whole Godhead dwell in the Son. The Greek
supports all three possibilities, but the main point is not lost. Paul wanted to
explain to the Colossians that Christ is God’s dwelling place; therefore,
Christ is divine, sovereign, and preeminent. Christ perfectly displays all the
attributes and activities of God: Spirit, Word, wisdom, glory.
p. 166

Baxter says:
Verse 19 says: “For in Him the whole fulness of the Godhead was
pleased to dwell.” There is no vague distribution of it among numberless
shadowy spirit-beings such as the new mystics were presuming to have
discerned by their secret insight! Nor is it distributed among those historical
religious geniuses, originators, and teachers of whom Christ is (supposedly)
merely the greatest—as is all too often taught today. This wonderful Christ,
the real Christ, is the one concentrated Pleroma, the infinite Plenipotentiary!
p. 204
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Bruce says:
The Greek word translated “fullness” (plērōma) is one that Paul and
other NT writers use in a variety of senses. The peculiar force of its use here
has been thought to lie in its probable employment in a technical sense by the
heretical teachers at Colossae. In the mid-second century the word was used
by Gnostics of the Valentinian school to denote the totality of aeons (divine
entities or emanations), and it is conceivable that it bore some such meaning
in incipient forms of gnosticism in the mid-first century. We must constantly
remind ourselves that we have no knowledge of the Colossian heresy apart
from inferences drawn as cautiously as possible from the argument and
wording of this letter, but it would make sense in the present context if the
heresy envisaged powers intermediate between the supreme God and the
world of humanity, so that any communication between God and the world,
in either direction, had to pass through the spheres in which those powers
exercised control.
p. 73

Calvin says:
With the view of confirming what he has declared respecting Christ, he now
adds, that it was so arranged in the providence of God. And, unquestionably,
in order that we may with reverence adore this mystery, it is necessary that
we should be led back to that fountain. “This,” says he, “has been in
accordance with the counsel of God, that all fulness may dwell in him.” Now,
he means a fulness of righteousness, wisdom, power, and every blessing. For
whatever God has he has conferred upon his Son, that he may be glorified in
him, as is said in John v. 20. He shews us, however, at the same time, that
we must draw from the fulness of Christ everything good that we desire for
our salvation, because such is the determination of God—not to communicate
himself, or his gifts to men, otherwise than by his Son.
p. 154
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Fergusson says:
The apostle giveth a reason why the Redeemer Christ was to be such a
person as is before described, taken from the Father’s will and pleasure, that
he should be one filled with all fulness, both of the Godhead dwelling in him,
chap. ii. 9, and of the graces of the Spirit without measure, John iii. 34, that
so he might be thoroughly furnished to discharge that great work of
mediation, in reconciling the universality of the elect, (whether already,
glorified, or yet upon earth) to a provoked God, having removed the enmity
which was betwixt God and them, by the merit of his sufferings.
p. 338

Garland says:
The fullness of God. The next clause in 1:19 explains that Christ differs from
other supposedly divine emanations in the world (such as angels). He is a
full, not a partial, embodiment of God (see 2:9, “For in Christ all the fullness
of the Deity lives in bodily form”). In the Old Testament, God chose a place
for his name to dwell and to express divine care. The Lord particularly chose
to dwell on Zion (Ps. 68:16; 132:13-14; Isa. 8:18). God also fills heaven and
earth (Isa. 6:3; Jer. 23:23). The “fullness” is a circumlocution for God: God
pleases to dwell fully and permanently only in Christ. Christ supplants the
temple, or any other house made with hands, and represents God in person.
As Bruce states it, “all the attributes and activities of God—his spirit, word,
wisdom and glory—are disclosed in him.” We especially see God’s redemptive
power in Christ.
pp. 92-93

Gromacki says:
. . . the phrase “all fulness” (pan to plērōma) refers to the total essence of
deity.
p. 73
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Hendriksen says:
On the contrary, in accordance with God’s good pleasure, from all eternity the
plentitude of the Godhead, the fulness of God’s essence and glory, which
fulness is the source of grace and glory for believers, resides the Son of his
love, in him alone, not in him and the angels. It dwells in him whom we now
serve as our exalted Mediator, and it manifests itself both in Creation and
Redemption.
p. 79

Hughes says:
Paul tells us that God the Father found pleasure in having “all his
fullness dwell in him”—in Christ. Paul’s use of the word “fullness” here was
an intentional slap at the Gnostics, who used the same word, pleroma, to
denote the totality of all the thousands of divine emanations or lesser gods.
But Paul said, “No way! Jesus is not one of the lesser gods of the fullness.
He is the Fullness!” Colossians 2:9 says it even more explicitly: “For in
Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form.” “Fullness” means
that the totality of divine power and attributes is in Christ. “The whole
fullness—the full fullness”—Jesus Christ is the “exhaustion of God.”
Moreover, the fullness is said to “live in him.” It is not temporary. It was,
and is, there to stay.
p. 36
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Laurin says:
Whatever necessity would arise in the Church would be met by the
sufficiency of its Head, Jesus Christ, for in him dwelt “all fulness.” This
meant that every member of this body had available to him the unlimited
power of its head. It meant a complete fitness for life. It meant a practical
union of life in which man’s need could be met by God’s power.
p. 61

Lenski says:
“All the fulness” pleased to dwell in Christ, not only a part of it, not
only most of it. No dominion is left in which the absolute supremacy of
Christ and of his work is not fully effective.
p. 64

Lightfoot says:
19, 20. ‘And this absolute supremacy is His, because it was the
Father’s good pleasure that in Him all the plenitude of Deity should have its
home; because He willed through Him to reconcile the Universe once more to
Himself. It was God’s purpose to effect peace and harmony through the blood
of Christ’s cross, and so to restore all things, whatsoever and wheresoever
they be, whether on the earth or in the heavens.’
p. 158

Lightfoot says:
. . . ‘the plentitude,’ a recognised technical term in theology, denoting the
totality of the Divine powers and attributes; . . .
p. 159
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Lovett says:
19.
For it was the Father’s intention and good pleasure that the fulness of
the divine personality and power should reside in Him.

p. 171

FULNESS. Here we reach a summit from which to view the
glories of Christ. This verse climaxes Paul’s statements where Jesus is
described as: (1) The exact image of God, (2) totally apart from
anything created, (3) Himself the Creator of all things, (4) eternally
pre-existing, (5) the Head of His church, (6) The Conqueror of death,
(7) The Supreme Personage of all realms. Now His nature is said to be
the fulness of Deity, the sum-total of all that is God. The Colossian
teachers applied this word “fulness” to the agencies through which God
supposedly exerted His power. Paul cleverly takes their word and
declares that this “fulness” dwells in Christ alone.

MacArthur says:

all the fullness. A term likely used by those in the Colossian heresy to refer

to divine powers and attributes they believed were divided among various
emanations (see Introduction: Background and Setting). Paul countered that
by asserting that the fullness of deity—all the divine powers and attributes—
was not spread out among created beings, but completely dwelt in Christ
alone (cf. 2:9).
p. 1735

Moule says:
. . . the Plenitude of the Godhead (ii. 9), “the totality of the divine Powers and
Attributes,” should take up its lasting abode . . . beginning that Residence,
from the point of view of our salvation . . .
p. 87
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O’Brien says:
The reason for . . . this primacy of Christ over everything is now given: “in
him all the fullness was pleased to dwell.”
p. 51

Patrick & Lowth say:
For explication of these words it is to be noted, That the great end of our
Saviour’s sufferings was to rescue our bodies, condemned for sin unto death,
from that morality, and to bestow on all, whom God shall give him, eternal
life, by raising of their bodies to a state of incorruption; for, “because the
children were partakers of flesh and blood,” and thereby subject to morality,
“he also took part of the same, that through death he might destroy him that
had the power of death, that is, the devil; and might deliver them who,
through the fear of death, were all their lifetime subject to bondage” (Heb. ii.
14, 15).
p. 783

Pickell says:
The Apostle says all fullness, the totality of power, completeness of deity, are
in Christ and He reconciles all things to Himself.
p. 37

Simpson & Bruce say:
The statement that God decreed the preeminence of Christ over every order
of being is now repeated in different terms—terms which were probably
calculated to appeal with peculiar force to the Colossian Christians in their
present situation. It was the divine will, says Paul, that in Christ all the
“fulness” should take up its abode. The Greek word translated “fulness”
(pleroma) is one that Paul and other NT writers use in a variety of senses.
p. 206
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Simpson & Bruce say:
. . . the fulness or totality of divine essence and power has taken up its
residence in Christ. In other words, He is the one mediator between God and
the world of mankind, and all the attributes and activities of God—His spirit,
word, wisdom and glory—are displayed in Him.
p. 207

Spurgeon says:
Read the words immediately preceding the text, and you find it declared that
our Lord Jesus is in all things to have the pre-eminence. We would seek by
this text to yield honour and glory to the ever-blessed Redeemer, and
enthrone Him in the highest seat in our hearts. O that we may all be in an
adoring frame of mind, and may give Him the pre-eminence in our thoughts,
beyond all things or persons in heaven or earth.
p. 574

Spurgeon says:
It may give some sort of order to our thoughts if they fall under four
heads. What is here spoken of—“all fulness.” Where is it placed—“in Him,”
that is, in the Redeemer. We are told why, because “it pleased the Father;”
and we have also a note of time, or when, in the word “dwell.” “It pleased the
Father that in Him should all fulness dwell.” Those catch words, what,
where, why, and when may help you to remember the run of the sermon.
p. 574
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Spurgeon says:
I must return to the words of the text again, for I perceive more honey
dropping from the honeycomb. “All fulness” is a wide, far-reaching, allcomprehending term, and in its abundant store it offers another source of
delight. What joy these words give to us when we remember that our vast
necessities demand a fulness, yea, “all fulness” before they can be supplied!
A little help will be of no use to us, for we are altogether without strength. A
limited measure of mercy will only mock our misery. A low degree of grace
will never be enough to bring us to heaven, defiled as we are with sin, beset
with dangers, encompassed with infirmities, assailed by temptations,
molested with afflictions, and all the while bearing about with us “the body of
this death.” But “all fulness,” ay, that will suit us. Here is exactly what our
desperate estate demands for its recovery.
pp. 574-5

Spurgeon says:
Who is he that shall be able to express all that is meant by our text? for here
we have “all” the “fulness”—all in fulness and a fulness in all. The words are
both exclusive and inclusive. They deny that there is any fulness elsewhere,
for they claim all for Christ. They shut out all others. “It pleased the Father
that in Him should all fulness dwell.” Not in you, ye pretended successors of
the apostles, can anything dwell that I need. I can do well enough without
you; nay, I would not insult my Saviour by trading with you, for since “all
fulness” is in Him, what can there be in you that I can require?
p. 576

Spurgeon says:
Perhaps the sweetest thought is, that the “all fulness” is fitly placed in
Christ Jesus, because in Him there is a suitability to distribute it, so that we
may obtain it from Him.
p. 577
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Trentham says:
J. B. Phillips translates our passage: “It was in Him that the full
nature of God chose to live, and through Him God planned to reconcile in His
own Person, as it were, everything on earth and everything in heaven by
virtue of the sacrifice of the Cross” (Col. 1:19-20).
p. 77

Wuest says:

Because in Him God was well pleased that all the fulness be permanently at
home.
p. 187

(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of C.
H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
Depend upon it, there are countless holy influences which flow from the
habitual maintenance of great thoughts of God, as there are incalculable
mischiefs which flow from our small thoughts of him. The root of false
theology is belittling God; and the essence of true divinity is greatening God,
magnifying him, and enlarging our conceptions of his majesty and his glory to
the utmost degree. 2219.446
p. 124
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(A Place of Healing: Wrestling with the Mysteries of Suffering, Pain, and
God’s Sovereignty by Joni Eareckson Tada) Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook. Copyright– Joni Eareckson Tada, 2010.
At different times in my life I’ve enjoyed the old pictures of Jesus
cradling cute lambs or walking around with blow-dried hair, clad in a white
robe looking like it just arrived from the dry cleaners. But these days, these
warfare days, those old images just don’t cut it for me. I need a battlefield
Jesus at my side down here in the dangerous, often messy trenches of daily
life. I need Jesus the rescuer, ready to wade through pain, death, and hell
itself to find me, grasp my hand, and bring me safely through.
There will be a time very soon, I hope, when I will once again enjoy the
casual stroll through the garden with Him, admiring the dew drops on the
roses. But for right now, if I am to “endure hardship . . . like a good soldier”
as 2 Timothy 2:3 mandates, I need a comrade in arms, a strong commander to
take charge of my private war.
And that is exactly who He is, and what He has done.
p. 32
Seeing this revelation of Jesus Christ in the fullness of deity, I am reminded
of the POST-RESURRECTION EXPERIENCE when Jesus reveals Himself to
Thomas:
John 20:26-29 (MSG)
Eight days later, his disciples were again in the room. This time
Thomas was with them. Jesus came through the locked doors, stood
among them, and said, “Peace to you.” Then he focused his attention
on Thomas. “Take your finger and examine my hands. Take your
hand and stick it in my side. Don’t be unbelieving. Believe.” Thomas
said, “My Master! My God!” Jesus said, “So, you believe because
you’ve seen with your own eyes. Even better blessings are in store for
those who believe without seeing.”
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v.20 And through Him to reconcile all things to Himself, having made peace
through the blood of His cross; through Him whether things upon the
earth or things in the heavens.

The NET Bible translates verse 20:
and through him to reconcile all things to himself by making peace
through the blood of his cross—through him, whether things on earth
or things in heaven.

Peterson paraphrases verse 20:
Not only that, but all the broken and dislocated pieces of the
universe—people and things, animals and atoms—get properly fixed
and fit together in vibrant harmonies, all because of his death, his
blood that poured down from the cross.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
The seventh feature of Christ is that He is the Reconciler. Through Christ
God will reconcile to Himself all things. The phrase “all things” is limited to
good angels and redeemed people since only things on earth and things in
heaven are mentioned. Things “under the earth” (Phil. 2:10) are not
reconciled. On God’s restoring of nature, see comments on Romans 8:19-21;
and on the reconciling of sinners, see comments on Romans 5:10-11 and
2 Corinthians 5:17-20. It is important to note that people are reconciled to
God (“to Himself”) not that God is reconciled to people. For mankind has left
God and needs to be brought back to Him. In 2 Corinthians 5:19
“reconciliation” was used by Paul in a judicial (vs. an actual) sense in which
the whole “world” is made savable through Christ’s death. Paul spoke of “the
many” (i.e., “those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace”) being
“made righteous” through the Cross (Rom. 5:19). To make peace through His
blood means to cause God’s enemies (Rom. 5:10; Col. 1:21) to become, by
faith, His friends and His children . . .
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Verse 19 tells us that “in Him all the fullness” dwells.
Verse 20 it is “THROUGH HIM TO RECONCILE ALL THINGS.”
“THROUGH HIM TO RECONCILE ALL THINGS TO HIMSELF.” It is
because the Son is the dwelling place for the fullness of God, that He is the
instrument for reconciliation.
What does RECONCILIATION mean? Man is rebellious and at odds with
God. Through the cross, God has provided a way for man to be reconciled to
God.
YOU NEVER FIND A NEED FOR GOD TO BE RECONCILED TO MAN.

The Campus Crusade manual has an interesting remark along this line:
(Teacher’s Manual: Ten Basic Steps Toward Christian Maturity by William
R. Bright. San Bernardino, CA: Campus Crusade for Christ,
International. Copyright – Campus Crusade for Christ, International,
1965.
Because God in His eternal knowledge has always known as a divine
certainty that Christ would die in man’s place and provide reconciliation, He
has always had an attitude of love and acceptance toward men who would
come to Him by faith.
p. 43
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The story of the PRODIGAL SON in Luke 15 illustrates reconciliation well:
1.

The father’s attitude of love and acceptance never changed throughout.
He didn’t have to be reconciled when the son returned home.

2.

The son deliberately chose to go his way. For some time his guilt and
pride kept him from being reconciled to his father. He chose to eat
husks with the hogs. When he did go to his father, he was accepted
immediately because there were no barriers against him in his father’s
heart.

God has provided a means whereby sinful man can be reconciled to a holy
God. But man, in his stubbornness and pride, will not be reconciled.
Man has GOD-REBELLION COMPLEX that keeps him from experiencing
the peace that would come from this type of reconciliation.
In verses 15-19 we have seen WHO HE IS.
In verse 20 we have seen WHAT HE HAS ACCOMPLISHED.
2 Corinthians 5:18-19 (Phillips)
All this is God’s doing, for he has reconciled us to himself through
Jesus Christ; and he has made us agents of the reconciliation. God
was in Christ personally reconciling the world to himself—not counting
their sins against them—and has commissioned us with the message of
reconciliation.
The EMPTY CUP, EMPTY CROSS, and EMPTY TOMB bear to the heart of
man the message that:
a loving God has done all that His justice requires for man to be
reconciled to Him.
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“HAVING MADE PEACE THROUGH THE BLOOD OF HIS CROSS.”
Here Paul tells us how this reconciliation is accomplished. Reconciliation has
in it the idea of “PEACE.”
Ephesians 2:14 (TLB)
For Christ himself is our way of peace. He has made peace between us
Jews and you Gentiles by making us all one family, breaking down the
wall of contempt that used to separate us.
Hebrews 9:22 (TLB)
In fact we can say that under the old agreement almost everything was
cleansed by sprinkling it with blood, and without the shedding of blood
there is no forgiveness of sins.
Romans 5:1 (NASB)
Therefore having been justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ,
Isaiah 32:17 (NIV)
The fruit of righteousness will be peace; the effect of righteousness will
be quietness and confidence forever.
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“Blessed Are the Sons of God”
by Joseph Humphreys, 1720-?
Blessed are the sons of God,
They are bought with Christ’s own blood; . . .
One with God, with Jesus one;
Glory is in them begun.
(Hymn #391, The Lutheran Hymnal. Author: Joseph Humphreys, 1743,
cento, alt.)

John Eadie makes this beautiful statement:
Nor need we wonder at the infinite results of the death of Christ, when
we reflect, that, as the apostle has described Him, He is Creator, Preserver,
and End of all things. Creation, to its farthest verge, could not but be
affected by the grace and the death of Him who gave to it its original being
and still supplies the means of its continued existence. When He laid aside
the splendours of the Godhead, and walked a man upon the footstool, and
died on a world and for a world which He had made, to satisfy Divine justice,
and glorify the principles of the Divine administration, it might be
anticipated that the effect of that stupendous enterprise should be felt
everywhere, diffusing the attractive power of a new spiritual gravitation
among all things, “whether they be things on earth or things in heaven.”
p. 77
The little preposition “THROUGH” is repeated THREE TIMES in this verse:
1.

“THROUGH HIM TO RECONCILE ALL THINGS,”

2.

“MADE PEACE THROUGH THE BLOOD OF HIS CROSS,” and

3.

“THROUGH HIM WHETHER THINGS UPON THE EARTH
OR THINGS IN THE HEAVENS.”
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RECONCILIATION extends to the whole universe, both earth and heaven
are effected by the death of Christ upon Calvary.
“PEACE” is ours because the blood of Christ has been shed and God is
satisfied with what Jesus Christ has done to bring about our reconciliation.

Barton, Fackler, Taylor & Veerman say:
WHO IS CHRIST?
Colossians 1:15-20 lists seven characteristics of Christ:
(1) He is the image of the invisible God.
(2) He is the firstborn over all creation.
(3) By him all things were created.
(4) He is the head of the body, the church.
(5) He is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead
(6) All God’s fullness dwells in him.
(7) Through Christ, God was pleased to reconcile
to himself all things.

1:15
1:15
1:16
1:18
1:18
1:19
1:20

Because of who Christ is
• we ought to worship him with praise and thanks;
• we ought to learn about him, for he is God;
• we ought to obey him, for he is the ultimate authority;
• we ought to love him for what he has done for us.
p. 167

Bruce says:
It was God’s good pleasure, moreover, to reconcile all things to himself
through Christ. The fullness of the divine energy is manifested in Christ in
the work of reconciliation as well as in that of creation.
p. 74
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Parker says:
Meanwhile, here is a more remarkable expression—“by him to reconcile all
things unto himself; by him, I say, whether they be things in earth, or things
in heaven.”
p. 31

Parker says:
“And you . . . hath he reconciled”: he has taken the hostility out of your soul,
he has caused you to throw down your arms of rebellion, he has enabled you
to open your lips in sacred praise, he has made your hearts glow with
thankfulness: that on the scale of infinity he has done in all worlds, and a
reconciled universe is the trophy, the triumph of the Cross.
p. 32

Trentham says:
If you would see the fulness of God’s attributes, look at Christ. His
power causes the angry waves of the sea to subside, but even more it stills
the storm in the souls of men. If you would see God’s wisdom, you will find it
in its fulness, not in Solomon, but in Christ who spake as never man spake.
If you would see God’s consuming pity and compassion, you must see it, not
in Jeremiah, the weeping prophet, but in Jesus who wept over Jerusalem.
If you would see God’s forgiving mercy, you will find it in its fulness,
not in Moses who cried, “Now, if thou wilt forgive their sin—; and if not, blot
me, I pray thee, out of thy book which thou hast written” (Ex. 32:32), but in
Christ who when he was reviled, reviled not again. Upon his wondrous cross
Christ stopped dying long enough that through his anguish might shine a
spirit which could never be crucified as he prayed “Father, forgive them; for
they know not what they do” (Luke 23:34).
pp. 78-79
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(Majestic Destiny: Kingdom Hope is Rising by Curtis H. Tucker) Redmond,
OR: Last Chapter Publishing. Copyright– Curtis H. Tucker, 2011.
In the movie The Lion King, King Mufasa shows young Simba the
whole kingdom of Pride Rock. After recounting the event later to his uncle
Scar, young Simba says, “I’m gonna be king of Pride Rock . . . my dad just
showed me the whole kingdom. And I’m gonna rule it all.”
While this is just a movie, we can relate to young Simba’s desire to
rule. It is even more appropriate for us to have the same wonderful
aspiration: to rule it all.
That’s right, God created us to rule. Ruling is where glory to God finds
its ultimate expression. Ruling done God’s way is glory for Him because it
expresses His attributes and the purpose for which He created us.
p. 65
When young Simba lost his way and forgot his purpose, Mufasa came
to him in a dream vision and said, “You have forgotten who you are and so
forgotten me. Look inside yourself. You are more than what you have
become. You must take your place in the circle of life.” We have been created
for a purpose and we must not forget who we are. We were created to rule
and the promise to do so still remains.
p. 79

We must take our place. It’s our Majestic Destiny!
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(Exploring the Mind & Heart of the Prince of Preachers: Five-thousand
illustrations under one-thousand topical headings from the works of C.
H. Spurgeon by C. H. Spurgeon) Oswego, IL: Fox River Press.
Copyright– Fox River Press, 2005.
“I came, I saw, I conquered,” is a line which will be quoted to the end of time.
Such is the life of our Lord Jesus, from the cross onward. 1928.602
p. 101
I wish that our ministry—that mine especially—might be tied and tethered to
the cross. I have no other subject to set before you but Jesus only. 1940.25
Leave out the cross, and you have killed the religion of Jesus. Atonement by
the blood of Jesus is not an arm of Christian truth; it is the heart of it.
1971.375
p. 101

(The Best of A. W. Tozer: Book 2 compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe) Camp
Hill, PA: Wing Spread Publishers. Copyright– Zur Ltd., 1980, 2000.
Reducing the whole matter to individual terms, we arrive at some vital
and highly personal conclusions. In the moral conflict now raging around us,
whoever is on God’s side is on the winning side and cannot lose; whoever is on
the other side is on the losing side and cannot win. Here there is no chance,
no gamble. There is freedom to choose which side we shall be on but no
freedom to negotiate the results of the choice once it is made. By the mercy of
God we may repent a wrong choice and alter the consequences by making a
new and right choice. Beyond that we cannot go.
p. 34
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(Radical: Taking Back Your Faith From the American Dream by David Platt)
Colorado City, CO: Multnomah. Copyright– David Platt, 2010.
One preacher described it as if you and I were standing a short
hundred yards away from a dam of water ten thousand miles high and ten
thousand miles wide. All of a sudden that dam was breached, and a
torrential flood of water came crashing toward us. Right before it reached
our feet, the ground in front of us opened up and swallowed it all. At the
Cross, Christ drank the full cup of the wrath of God, and when he had
downed the last drop, he turned the cup over and cried out, “It is finished.”
p. 36

(Morning and Evening by Charles H. Spurgeon) Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson. Copyright – Unknown.
Laden with guilt and full of fears, I saw my Saviour as my Substitute, and I
laid my hand upon Him; oh! how timidly at first, but courage grew and
confidence was confirmed until I leaned my soul entirely upon Him; and now
it is my unceasing joy to know that my sins are no longer imputed to me, but
laid on Him, and like the debts of the wounded traveller, Jesus, like the good
Samaritan, has said of all my future sinfulness, ‘Set that to My account.’”
Blessed discovery! Eternal solace of a grateful heart!

p. 209

“My numerous sins transferr’d to Him,
Shall never more be found,
Lost in His blood’s atoning stream,
Where every crime is drown’d!”
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(Morning and Evening by Charles H. Spurgeon) Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson. Copyright – Unknown.
The person of Jesus is the quiet resting-place of His people, and when we
draw near to Him in the breaking of bread, in the hearing of the word, the
searching of the Scriptures, prayer, or praise, we find any form of approach to
Him to be the return of peace to our spirits.
“I hear the words of love, I gaze upon the blood,
I see the mighty sacrifice, and I have peace with God.
‘Tis everlasting peace, sure as Jehovah’s name,
‘Tis stable as His steadfast throne, for evermore the same.
The clouds may go and come, and storms may sweep my sky,
This blood-sealed friendship changes not, the cross is’
ever nigh.”
p. 689

(Majestic Destiny: Kingdom Hope is Rising by Curtis H. Tucker) Redmond,
OR: Last Chapter Publishing. Copyright– Curtis H. Tucker, 2011.

How deep the Father’s love for us,
How vast beyond all measure
That He should give His only Son
To make a wretch His treasure.
Stuart Townend
p. 23

I find myself praying with EUGENE PETERSON:
(A Year With Jesus: Daily Readings and Meditations by Eugene H. Peterson)
San Francisco, CA: HarperCollins. Copyright– Eugene H. Peterson,
2006.

Too much of my life, Lord, is lived under the fearful aspect of what others
think and do; stand with me and dissolve my fears, freeing me to live in your
peace. Amen.
p. 383
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CONCLUSION:
What are some of the lessons we can learn from this particular study?
LESSON #1: Is Christ in first place in my life?
LESSON #2: Do you have enough confidence in the Lord to turn it all over to
Him?
LESSON #3: John 1:14: “And the word [Jesus Christ] was made flesh and
tabernacled (or dwelt) among us.”
LESSON #4: The babe in Bethlehem’s manger is the God who created the
heavens and the earth.
LESSON #5: Jesus Christ created the world for Himself. It is His house. He
drew up the plans and brought it into being.
LESSON #6: Christ is responsible for all of creation. His name appears on
all of it. Just like the artist’s name on a painting or the author’s name
upon a book.
LESSON #7: In Him, as the originating source, all things were created. And
through Him all things were created. And for Him all things were
created.
LESSON #8: The God of Genesis 1 is the babe of Matthew 1.
LESSON #9: The helm of the universe is held by the hands which were
pierced for us.
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LESSON #10: The Lord is not only the head of His creation, He is the head
of His body (the church) and He wants to be the head in our lives as
well.
LESSON #11: It is Jesus Christ who has made peace in His creation, in His
church, and in the believer through the blood of His cross.
LESSON #12: The Lord has done everything necessary to bring about
reconciliation. The empty cup, the empty cross, and the empty tomb
bear witness to this.
LESSON #13: Does Jesus Christ occupy first place in your life? If not, why
not? If not, what does?
LESSON #14: Do you have that peace of reconciliation?
LESSON #15: Does He have first place in your mind, your marriage, your
business, your conduct, your attitudes, your rights, your responses,
and your habits?
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In our meditation we are talking in:
STAGE #3: CHRIST IN FIRST PLACE.
We have talked about Him being first in CREATION and also first in His
CHURCH. The question that comes before us now is:
Does He have first place in our lives?
If not, why not?
If not, what does?
Is it worth it in comparison to experiencing all the joy of turning things over
and letting Christ have His rightful place in our:
MIND,
MARRIAGE,
BUSINESS
CONDUCT,
ATTITUDE,
RIGHTS,
RESPONSES, and
HABITS?
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Jesus Christ has been our meditation. He has been the subject in these
verses. We have seen Him as the:
CREATOR,
SUSTAINER, and
GOAL of creation.
He is the “head of His body, the church.”
“In Him all the fullness (was pleased) willed to dwell.”
Through Him reconciliation has been made available to sinful man.
We have considered Him:
in CREATION,
in His CHURCH, and
on the CROSS.
The PURPOSE behind each of these is stated in verse 18:
“in order that He Himself might come to have first place in all things.”
It would be well for us to ponder His invitation to “come and follow me.”
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It was John Newton who said:
How Sweet the Name of Jesus Sounds
Jesus, my Shepherd, Brother, Friend,
My Prophet, Priest, and King,
My Lord, my life, my way, my end,
Accept the praise I bring.
(source unknown)

Barclay says:
So, then, Paul presents us with a picture of what Jesus Christ is in
relation to the world, in relation to God, in relation to the unseen powers, in
relation to all other revelations so called; and in every case he finds him allsufficient and unique.
p. 70

Dunnam says:
The point is that it is not the size of the building that counts, but who
signs the letter. One things of Paul’s word to the church at Corinth: “You are
a letter from Christ . . . written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living
God” (2 Cor. 3:3, RSV).
The church is never in a defensive position as long as she remembers
who she is—the body of Christ through whom He intends to become head
over everything else. Christ Himself signs the letter of the church. It is
Christ with whom every power in the universe must reckon, and we who
make up the church are not operating out of human wisdom and strength
alone. We are a new creation, a fellowship of Resurrection life. We are a
letter of Christ; His seal is upon us.
p. 348
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Hughes says:
On April 15, 1912, the White Star Liner Titanic raised her stern high
above the frigid waters of the North Atlantic and began a slow, seemingly
calibrated descent as her lighted portholes and towering stern slid silently
toward the ocean floor. That famous night saw the extremes of human
behavior—from abysmal cowardice to the terrible beauties of sacrificial love.
But with the Titanic gone and her lifeboats spread upon the icy waters
among the crying, drowning swimmers, the story was almost totally devoted
to self-serving cowardice, for of the 1,600 people who were not able to get into
the lifeboats, only thirteen were picked up by the eighteen half-empty boats
that hovered nearby.
In Boat No. 5, when Third Officer Pitman heard the anguished cries,
he turned the boat around and shouted, “Now men, we will pull toward the
wreck!” But the passengers protested, “Why should we lose all our lives in a
useless attempt to save others from the ship?” Pitman gave in. And for the
next hour No. 5, with forty people on board and a capacity of sixty-five,
heaved gently on the calm Atlantic, while the forty listened to the fading cries
of swimmers 300 yards away. The story was much the same on the other
boats. In No. 2, Fourth Officer Boxhall asked the ladies, “Shall we go back?”
They said no, so Boat No. 2, about 60 percent full, likewise drifted while her
people callously listened. On Boat No. 6, the situation was reversed as the
women begged Quartermaster Hitchens to return, but he refused, painting a
vivid picture of the drowning overturning the boat. The women pleaded as
the cries grew fewer. On the eighteen boats, only one boat, No. 14, returned
to help—and this was an hour after the Titanic’s sinking, when the thrashing
crowd had “thinned out.”
To me, the personal drama of the sinking of the Titanic is a parable of
a world gone wrong. Fallen humanity is adrift on the unfriendly sea,
alienated, unable to help one another despite some furtive individual
attempts. The wrongness of everything points to the fundamental problem of
people’s estrangement from each other and from creation by sin. It is a
picture of a world desperately in need of reconciliation and the harmony and
rightness which that brings.
pp. 35-36
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Ironside says:
As we ponder the wondrous truths brought before us in these verses
the spiritual mind will feel more and more that we have here mysteries of a
character beyond the ability of the human mind to grasp. Here is truth for
pious meditation, to stir the soul to worship and thanksgiving; not at all for
the exercise of the intellect in theological speculations. As we read we would
bow our hearts in lowly adoration and thus gaze upon the face of Him who
has come forth from the glory that He had with the Father in all the past
eternity in order to bring us into the knowledge of God.
p. 48

MacArthur says:
What should the response be to the glorious truths about Christ in this
passage? The Puritan John Owen astutely wrote,
The revelation made of Christ in the blessed gospel is far more
excellent, more glorious, more filled with rays of divine wisdom and
goodness than the whole creation, and the just comprehension of it, if
attainable, can contain or afford. Without this knowledge, the mind of
man, however priding itself in other inventions and discoveries, is
wrapped up in darkness and confusion.
This therefore deserves the severest of our thoughts, the best of our
meditations, and our utmost diligence in them. For if our future
blessedness shall consist in living where He is, and beholding of His
glory, what better preparation can there be for it than a constant
previous contemplation of that glory as revealed in the gospel, that by
a view of it we may be gradually transformed into the same glory?
(John Owen, The Glory of Christ [reprint, Chicago: Moody, 1949], pp.
25-26)
pp. 52-53
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Trentham says:

p. 75

Jesus, my Shepherd, Brother, Friend,
My Prophet, Priest, and King,
My Lord, my Life, my Way, my End,
Accept the praise I bring.
JOHN NEWTON

(Radical: Taking Back Your Faith From the American Dream by David Platt)
Colorado City, CO: Multnomah. Copyright– David Platt, 2010.
Jesus is no longer one to be accepted or invited in but one who is infinitely
worthy of our immediate and total surrender.
p. 39
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I would like to conclude this study by singing one of those great old hymns:
O Worship the King
Sir Robert H. Grant
O worship the King, all glorious above,
O gratefully sing His pow’r and His love;
Our Shield and Defender, the Ancient of Days,
Pavilioned in splendor and girded with praise.
O tell of His might, O sing of His grace,
Whose robe is the light, whose canopy space.
His chariots of wrath the deep thunder clouds form,
And dark is His path on the wings of the storm.
Thy bountiful care what tongue can recite?
It breathes in the air, it shines in the light;
It streams from the hills, it descends to the plain,
And sweetly distills in the dew and the rain.
Frail children of dust, and feeble as frail,
In Thee do we trust, nor find Thee to fail;
Thy mercies how tender! How firm to the end!
Our Maker, Defender, Redeemer and Friend. Amen.
(“O Worship the King” by Sir Robert H. Graham. #1, The New Church
Hymnal) Newbury Park, CA: Lexicon Music, Inc. Copyright – Lexicon
Music, Inc., 1976)
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